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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

Bulletin Related Items

Membership Renewal

I want to re-emphasize that the Technical Committee Membership Application Form (printed with the September
1996 issue) must be filled in and forwarded to the Computer Society in order for you to continue as a member of
the TC on Data Engineering in 1997. It is essential that you file this form in order for you to continue to receive
the Data Engineering Bulletin. You may also renew by visiting the IEEE Computer Society web site at

http://www.computer.org/tab/tcapplic.htm
and filling in the application there.

Below is the message that I received from the Computer Society.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL BY DECEMBER 31, 1996 -- To serve our membership the
best way we can with limited resources, we must periodically ensure
that those of you who receive this newsletter and other information
continue to be interested in being part of TCDE. Every few years, we
will ask that you renew your membership in the technical committee to
remain on the list.

Renew now by completing and returning the TC application form
by mail, fax, or email. You only need to submit one form for
all TCs you belong to, as long as you check the appropriate boxes (up
to four). Members who do not respond by December 31, 1996 will be
removed from the TC list(s).

Editorial Appointment

I am happy to once again announce the appointment of another Associate Editor. The new editor is Daniel Barbara
from Bellcore. Daniel has an outstanding research record over a number of years, and was in the very productive
MITL group working on the handling of new types of data. Daniel recently moved to Bellcore. His current
interests include both new types of data and on-line analytic processing (OLAP). Daniel will be the editor of the
March 1997 issue of the Bulletin.

About this Issue

The current issue focuses on query processing that involves new kinds of data. I am sure that reading the articles
will convince you that query processing continues to be an exciting research area. This is true not only in terms of
what has been accomplished so far, but also in how much remains to be done. Indeed, there is an open-endedness
to the agenda as new forms of data will continue to emerge. Joe Hellerstein has brought together a fine collection
of articles from leading researchers that provides us with a snapshot of the current state of query processing art
for new data. Joe deserves some extra thanks for having to deal with the additional problem of handling image
data in an issue of the Bulletin- which had its challenging moments.

David Lomet
Microsoft Corporation
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Letter from the Special Issue Editor

In the first part of this decade, the database community completed an initial phase of research into systems for
non-standard data. This first phase — epitomized by prototype systems like Postgres, Starburst, and Exodus —
focused largely onenablingtechnologies, i.e. architectures and paradigms to make it possible for database sys-
tems to handle complex data types. These projects and others demonstrated that database systems could indeed
be extended to store and retrieve diverse data for applications such as multimedia, CAD, biotechnology, and earth
science. A key goal of this research was to support ad-hoc querying over non-standard data, and this was achieved
with varying degrees of success in the initial prototypes.

This issue of IEEE Data Engineering Bulletin focuses on more recent efforts in processing queries over non-
standard data. This ongoing second phase of research aims not only for more functionality than was offered in
the first phase, but also for increased performance.

Our first two papers focus on broad architectural issues, but from very different viewpoints. The first paper is
a representative description of the state of the art in industrial systems. Informix Universal Server is an Object-
Relational DBMS (ORDBMS) with an impressive pedigree: it combines Informix’s commercial shared-memory
parallel RDBMS technology with the initial commercialization of the Postgres research system. In this paper, the
authors consider a number of challenges to the integration of parallel and object-relational technology that were
raised by DeWitt in a recent talk. The second paper by Seshadri,et al. presents a new architecture being devel-
oped in academia. Their approach for “Enhanced” ADTs revisits the initial design assumptions of Postgres and
Starburst, proposing a new multi-layered, multi-model approach that allows for more aggressive optimization.

Our second pair of papers focus on a particular application: image databases. Carson and Ogle describe work
done in the UC Berkeley Digital Library project, which uses a commercial ORDBMS for storage and content-
based querying of image data. Berkeley’s Digital Library project includes novel feature-extraction research from
the AI community, and the interaction between that research and a commercial ORDBMS makes for some in-
teresting tradeoffs. Shaft and Ramakrishnan describe a data modeling approach to image storage and query pro-
cessing, in which much of the semantic work is done during schema design. This is particularly attractive in
that it circumvents some of the limitations of AI techniques for feature extraction, by leveraging the “natural”
intelligence of the DBA in a relatively convenient and powerful fashion.

Our final pair of papers focus on one of the most challenging areas in handling queries over complex data:
query optimization. Haas, et al. describe techiques used in the Garlic system to optimize queries over heteroge-
nous data repositories, based on simple descriptions of the component systems. In addition to its focus on query
optimization, this paper presents a third architectural alternative to be compared with those of our first two pa-
pers. Chaudhuri and Gravano describe techniques for optimizing queries over multimedia databases. Their focus
is to integrate the optimization of expensive content-based predicates with the type of result ranking that is tra-
ditionally done in information retrieval systems. Again, this brings ideas from the AI domain and recasts them
within a database framework; in this case the benefit is to introduce new functionality to databases, and also to
realize increased optimization opportunities.

This is an exciting time for this branch of database research. The basic enabling technology is fairly mature,
and is being implemented seriously in industrial settings. With that research complete, a host of issues have arisen
— both efficiency challenges left over from the original designs, and problems of incorporating ever more func-
tionality to leverage the semantics of complex data. The articles collected here form an interesting introduction
to this growing body of work.

Joseph M. Hellerstein
U.C. Berkeley
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Query Processing in a Parallel Object-Relational Database System

Michael A. Olson Wei Michael Hong Michael Ubell Michael Stonebraker
Informix Software, Inc.

Abstract

Object-relational database systems are now being deployed for real use by customers. Researchers and
industry users have begun to explore the performance issues that these systems raise. In this paper, we
examine some of those performance issues, and evaluate them for object-relational systems in general
and for INFORMIX-Universal Server in particular. We describe object-relational query processing tech-
niques and make some predictions about how they will evolve over the next several years.

1 Introduction

Since the middle 1970s, with the advent of the relational model and the appearance of working systems with
which to experiment, academic and industry researchers have spent considerable time and energy inventing ways
to make queries in relational databases run faster. Most relational database systems were sold to businesses, so
most researchers concentrated on speeding up business query processing. The creation and use of indices, access
path selection, cache structure and management, and the introduction of parallelism have all, over the years, at-
tracted the attention of researchers. Innovations in these areas and others have produced a wide variety of fast,
inexpensive, and powerful relational database systems.

Beginning roughly in 1985, with work on POSTGRES [Ston86] and Starburst [Haas90], researchers began
to investigate a different kind of performance. Commercial relational systems were designed to execute queries
quickly. These new research efforts were, fundamentally, designed to adapt quickly to changing business require-
ments, such as the need to model evolving business rules and manage new kinds of data. Systems of this kind,
which have since been dubbedobject-relational, preserved the relational model on which they had been built, but
added support for developers to define new data types and operations. Object-relational systems have maintained
backward compatibility with conventional relational engines. They can be used anywhere that relational engines
can, because they provide the same operations and abstractions as relational engines. Object-relational engines
use SQL3 [ANSI96], a superset of the query language supported by relational engines.

At the same time, object-relational systems borrowed heavily from work on object-oriented programming
languages and systems.

Early object-relational systems emphasized extensibility over query processing performance. Since the be-
ginning of the 1990s, however, and particularly with the introduction of Illustra to the commercial marketplace,

Copyright 1996 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for ad-
vertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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object-relational systems have attracted the attention of the major database vendors and customers. Today, ven-
dors are working hard to turn their relational offerings into object-relational products, and to make sure that those
products are fast. In addition, industry and academic researchers are focusing their attention on query processing
in object-relational systems.

In this paper, we draw on our industry and research experience to describe query processing strategies in
object-relational systems, and to make some predictions about how such systems will evolve over the next several
years. We summarize some of the major features of the INFORMIX-Universal Server, the first commercially-
available parallel object-relational database system. We explain why object-relational systems are better than
relational ones for high-performance query processing, and in particular how object-relational systems can take
advantage of parallelism in interesting new ways.

2 Comparing Relational to Object-Relational

Because object-relational systems are still fairly new in the marketplace, discussion of them is often more vigor-
ous than informed. In the sections that follow, we provide a brief comparison of relational and object-relational
systems. This comparison provides a basis for evaluating both our claims and those of others on what object-
relational systems can do.

A much more detailed comparison of the two architectures appears in [Ston96].

2.1 Object-Relational Query Processing

At base, object-relational systems use all the same query processing techniques as relational systems do. In partic-
ular, access path selection in object-relational systems works just like it does in relational systems. A cost-based
optimizer considers a number of strategies for evaluating a query, and the least expensive plan is passed to the
query execution engine. The executor supports the same scan and join strategies as do relational systems.

The most significant difference between relational and object-relational systems is that object-relational sys-
tems can always be extended with new code to store and operate on new data types. This extensibility is funda-
mental to object-relational data management, and permeates the entire engine. For example, an object-relational
cost-based query optimizer must recognize the cost of operations provided by some extension, and must factor
that cost into the total query cost.

Because object-relational systems are extensible, the number and variety of queries that they can execute is
unbounded. Users may write queries over any data type, or combination of data types, known to the engine. As
new data types are developed, they may be added to the system, and are available to users in the same way as
those built into the system by the database system vendor.

A second important difference between object-relational and relational systems is that object-relational sys-
tems allow the definition of new primary and secondary storage structures. Developers may implement new ways
of storing tables, and new index structures, to take advantage of special hardware, external software, or the prop-
erties of the data to be stored. A common example is the creation of spatial indexing structures to support fast
searches on geographical or geometric data.

These new tables and indices give object-relational engines a potentially infinite number of ways of scanning
user data. The query processing engine can choose an access path that uses a new index or table storage to execute
a query. An object-relational query optimizer understands the performance characteristics of the new storage
structures, and can use the same sort of cost metrics that relational systems do in order to produce a good query
plan.

There are other ways in which object-relational engines improve on the query processing techniques afforded
by strictly relational engines. Because they include all the components of a relational system, object-relational
engines provide a strict superset of the query processing techniques available in relational engines.
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2.2 Parallelism

All the major relational vendors provide support forinter-query parallelism. Inter-query parallelism allows mul-
tiple queries to execute in parallel, with some degree of resource sharing among them. For example, most vendors
have a single shared buffer cache which all active queries use, and pages read into the cache by one query are
available to any other query.

Some relational vendors also provideintra-query parallelism. Intra-query parallelism allows a single query
to be split into multiple threads of execution, which can then run in parallel.

Because of their heritage, object-relational systems offer one or both of these varieties of parallelism. INFORMIX-
Universal Server offers inter- and intra-query parallelism, as it is based on Informix’s relational product, OnLine,
and OnLine provides both kinds of parallelism.

Very few relational vendors offerinter-function parallelism. It allows a pipeline of functions in a query to be
executed in parallel.

For example, consider an image processing pipeline, in which an image is clipped, scaled, and recolored to
reduce the size of the palette it requires. A naive implementation of this process would be to clip the entire image,
then scale the clipped version, then recolor the result. This strategy uses a lot of space, since at least two copies
of the image must be in memory or on disk at each step. In addition, each function must wait for the one before
it to complete before it can begin its work.

A better strategy is to use inter-function parallelism to change the way the pipeline is executed. Instead of
operating on an entire image, each function in the pipeline operates on sets of scanlines. In this case, each function
can be bound to a single thread of execution, and they can pass single scanlines among themselves. As a result,
only a small amount of memory is required at each step, and the system can run the three operations in parallel.

Finally, no relational systems supportintra-function parallelism. Intra-function parallelism allows a function
over a single value to be broken into multiple threads of execution, so that each thread operates on part of the value
at the same time.

Again, consider an image processing function. Scaling a large image up or down requires reading the entire
image, but groups of scanlines can be scaled independently of one another. To scale an image down by a factor
of two in both dimensions, for example, requires that each block of four by four pixels be replaced by a single
pixel in the result. Computing the new pixel from the originals can proceed in parallel, since the result pixels are
all independent of one another.

A well-designed object-relational system offers all these kinds of parallelism, because all are important to
good performance. More importantly, the system must make all of them available to developers who write ex-
tensions. Inter-query parallelism is important because multiple users will want to use an image repository at the
same time, just like multiple users want access to a payroll database managed by a relational engine. Intra-query
parallelism is important to object-relational customers because object-relational databases can be very large, and
only intra-query parallelism delivers good performance as the database grows. Intra- and inter-function paral-
lelism are important because many popular extensions to object-relational systems support expensive functions
on large data values.

3 Performance Issues in Parallel Object-Relational Systems

Object-relational engines allow developers, most of whom are not database server implementers, to extend the
engine with new types and functions. Naturally, this power comes at some cost. Designers must consider the
behavior and performance characteristics of each extension, and of combinations of these extensions, to guarantee
that deployed systems will meet demands.

Query processing performance in object-relational systems has recently captured the attention of researchers.
Work on characterizing performance has so far mostly used synthetic workloads, because object-relational sys-
tems have not been very widely deployed in commercial situations. As a result, the performance issues raised
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to date are interesting, but far from complete. Only with widespread production use of these systems will their
real strengths and weaknesses become apparent. As a result, it is critical that object-relational engines continue
to evolve, so that they can meet the demands of workloads that no one has yet foreseen.

With that caveat, [Dewi96] summarizes the most interesting performance questions confronting object-relational
systems today. In the next several sections, we describe in detail how object-relational systems are able to over-
come the problems cited in [Dewi96], and how they will change over the next several years as new problems
arise.

3.1 Skew

Data skewis a well-known problem in relational systems. It arises when a system designer assumes that the
distribution of data in a database system will follow one pattern, but the actual distribution follows a different
pattern.

A common example of data skew is in the way that employees are assigned to departments in companies.
Most technology companies, for example, employ many more engineers than accountants. As a result, the em-
ployee distribution is skewed toward engineering. If a database designer assumes that all departments will have
the same number of employees, then query performance against this database may be bad.

Database systems that provide intra-query parallelism typically use data partitioning to provide distinct input
streams for multiple threads of execution in a single query. This means that a single table may be spread across
multiple disks, and that a single query can execute on each table fragment in parallel. The separate table fragments
provide good performance because the system can read from multiple disks in parallel, which reduces aggregate
I/O time, and because the threads can take advantage of multiple processors on the machine, if they are available.

Skew becomes a real problem in parallel systems when the distribution of data across disks is skewed with
respect to queries. For example, if employees in our example are distributed across disks based on the department
in which they work, then records for all engineers will be stored on one disk, and records for all accountants
on another. Queries over all employees will not benefit very much from data partitioning, because the thread
that examines engineering records will take much longer to complete than the thread that examines accounting
records.

Relational database systems allow designers to partition data in three basic ways to handle this problem. Data
may be partitioned in round-robin fashion, with new records being assigned to each disk in turn. It may be parti-
tioned based on a hash value computed from the source key; this provides, effectively, random distribution, except
that identical values are clustered on the same disk. Finally, data may be partitioned based on value ranges, so
that employees who make between zero and twenty thousand dollars a year are assigned to one disk, with other
salary ranges assigned to other disks.

[Dewi96] asserts that object-relational systems suffer more severely from skew than do relational systems.
As an example, the paper draws on several novel features of object-relational systems, and describes how they
can further skew distributions or lead to queries that do not match data distributions.

The INFORMIX-Universal Server uses data partitioning to provide intra-query parallelism and supports all
the features that [Dewi96] uses in its example on skew. In order to understand the example, and why it is incorrect,
it is important to understand the object-relational features that motivate it.

First, schema designers may createrow types. Row types are records that may be stored and manipulated as
atomic values in a column of a table. Thus a schema may include nested rows.

Second, a designer may use asetof values as a single value. Again, relational systems force designers to
implement one-to-many foreign key relationships for a similar result. Object-relational systems make this easier
to use by providing syntax and behavior that more closely matches the user’s conceptual schema.

Using these features, [Dewi96] defines the following schema:

create row type emp_t (name varchar, salary money);
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create table depts (name varchar, emps set(emp_t))
fragment by round robin in disk1, disk2, ...;

As in relational systems, if employees are not evenly distributed among departments, this schema is skewed.
In fact, if we replace the set notation in this example with explicit join keys, and then fragment employees by
department, we can produce an identical data distribution using a relational engine.

[Dewi96] claims that object-relational systems suffer because they cannot support fragmentation strategies
that store sets on different disks from the rows that contain them. In fact, the behavior of any particular object-
relational system is, in this case, a detail of its implementation, and not a fundamental feature of object-relational
systems. Object-relational systems can support fragmentation strategies that distribute sets with, or separately
from, the rows that contain them.

In addition, object-relational systems allow schema designers to use more than the simple hash, range, and
round-robin fragmentation strategies offered by relational systems. Since an ORDBMS is extensible, designers
may create arbitrary functions over their types that assign them to buckets or value ranges based on knowledge
of the types’ structures or the likely distribution of real data. Schema designers may do hash- or range-based
partitioning on the result of a function, not just on an atomic value. The same statement applies to values in sets,
or in any other SQL3 collection type.

The important point is that schema designers can use the declarative syntax with which they are comfortable
to control the partitioning of both tables and collections. In general, that will be sufficient to create a schema
that performs well in practice. In some cases, a designer may have special knowledge of the data domains or
distribution that a database will store. In those cases, the schema designer can easily add new classification or
hashing functions to the system, and can use those functions to control data placement.

Furthermore, users automatically get the performance improvements of a parallel system over new data types.
The engine understands how to provide both query and function parallelism. Developers who write extensions
need not do anything special to take advantage of it. Users who query the system via SQL need not do anything
special to take advantage of it. The support is built in, and invoked automatically.

Note that skew, and in particular the kind of unequal data distribution produced by the declarations above, is
not new to ORDBMSs. These problems have been noticed and studied carefully in parallel relational systems for
years. An ORDBMS provides much more control to a schema designer to handle skew and do intelligent data
distribution than does a conventional RDBMS.

3.2 Bad Schema Design

To alleviate the problems in the schema declared above, [Dewi96] proposes creating separate tables for employ-
ees and departments, and partitioning both of them in round-robin fashion across disks in the database.

Given that schema, [Dewi96] correctly demonstrates that some queries will perform badly. In particular, if
employee records are not clustered with the department records that contain them, then a query that computes the
average salary of employees by department turns into effectively random I/O across all disks, and one message
per record among the threads participating in the query.

Naturally, performance is terrible.
However, this problem is not due to any object-relational features. Rather, it is an example in which poor

schema design leads to very bad query performance. Any physical organization of data on disk must consider
the most common user queries, and data should be clustered to optimize those queries. This requirement has long
been acknowledged for relational systems, and applies just as strongly to object-relational ones.

The basic problem with [Dewi96] is that it partitions data to support a particular workload, and then eval-
uates the schema using another workload entirely. Any system can provide at most one clustering strategy for
data without copies. An object-relational system outperforms a relational one, if the two systems have identical
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data partitioning and query plans, because the object-relational system allows designers to choose among several
models, such as explicit joins versus references, for performance or representational reasons.

3.3 Large Values

Finally, [Dewi96] explores performance of queries that operate over large data values by using three examples.
Those examples provide a good demonstration of the superiority of object-relational systems to conventional
ones, so we will preserve them in this discussion.

3.3.1 Time Series Data

The first example is time series data, such as information from a stock ticker. At regular or irregular intervals,
new information arrives on the ticker, and should be included in the appropriate large time series. The SQL DDL

create table stocks {name varchar, prices timeseries(money));

creates a table that captures all the ticker traffic for a given stock name in a single record. As new price
information arrives over the ticker, it is added to the appropriate timeseries value in the table.

Given this schema, for example, a user could write a query that computes the average closing price of a par-
ticular stock. [Dewi96] makes the point that if values in a timeseries are not partitioned across disks, then this
query will get no benefit from parallelism.

That claim is correct, but is not an indictment of object-relational systems. Just as sets may be partitioned
independently of the records that contain them, so may other constructed values. A timeseries, an array, a set,
and a collection are all examples of constructed values, and users may want to partition the values stored in any
of these. By partitioning timeseries values across disks, schema developers can take advantage of intra-function
parallelism. Relational systems, which do not even support the new collection type, cannot offer the same func-
tionality or performance.

3.3.2 Video

The next example in [Dewi96] uses video to argue that object-relational systems will not scale. If videos must be
stored inside the database system, then playback speeds are likely to be compromised (since no object-relational
system is designed to provide constant-bit-rate services), and operations on single videos will be slow, since
videos cannot be partitioned.

The first claim is certainly correct; a video management strategy that stores videos in binary large objects
should not be used for playback. In fact, any video management system that stores videos inside the database is
likely to collapse under the weight of the data it holds. The files are huge. It takes only a few tens of minutes of
compressed video to fill a two-gigabyte disk completely.

Object-relational systems allow the database to refer to values stored externally, on video servers or other
special purpose hardware. The ORDBMS can fetch the contents from the repository when it must operate on
them. The database engine stays out of the data path for playback. Naturally, there are issues of referential in-
tegrity and access control to consider, but the important point is that an ORDBMS is flexible enough to support
both local and remote management of large data values.

3.3.3 Images

The third, and final, example type is image data. In this case, [Dewi96] claims that queries operating over images
will run slowly, because the system has no way to parallelize expensive operations on single images.
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In fact, an ORDBMS offers a number of ways to exploit parallelism. INFORMIX-Universal Server uses the
strategy from Volcano, discussed in [Grae90], to represent in the query plan the points at which parallelism is
possible. A type or function designer only needs to create a special class of function, called aniterator, in order
to allow intra-operator parallelism. The INFORMIX-Universal Server considers available system resources and
global optimization in order to decide where, and how, to exploit parallelism.

The best way to parallelize a sequence of operations over large data values is to break the value into a set of
smaller values, and to have the pipeline operate over the members. For example, rather than writing functions
that take and return a single image, a programmer can write functions that take and return a set of pixel rows. In
that case, a sequence of operations, like scaling a clipped, resampled image, can execute in parallel, and only a
small amount of data must be in memory at any time.

Once again, an ORDBMS provides designers with a variety of options to control the performance of their
queries. The engine itself imposes no particular restrictions on how values are represented, and is able to exploit
inter-query, intra-query, inter-function, and intra-function parallelism.

4 Conclusions

Object-relational systems are poised to replace relational systems in large-scale deployment over the next several
years. As a result, researchers have begun to investigate the performance characteristics and design trade-offs in
such systems.

Our experience in building, shipping, and supporting industrial-strength ORDBMSs convinces us that they
are superior to their relational predecessors. This superiority is based on no single feature, but rather on the ex-
treme flexibility of object-relational engines. They have been designed to support rapid innovation and maintain
good performance on relational workloads. As a result, it is simple to experiment with ways of improving per-
formance whenever new bottlenecks are discovered.

Object-relational systems give developers the tools that they need to build systems that perform well. A type
designer, for example, can choose to create types and functions that support intra-function parallelism by using
collection types, and building higher-level structures like images on top of lower-level structures like scanlines.

Similarly, schema designers have much better control over physical layout and logical data model than they
do in relational systems. Because collection values can be partitioned independently of rows that contain them,
the designer can lay out data to balance load across disks and to provide excellent query response for the most
commonly-asked questions.

We believe that the currently-shipping object-relational systems address the performance problems raised in
the research community now. In addition, because of the attention that object-relational systems must pay to
extensibility, they will continue to perform well as experience grows and our understanding of workloads ma-
tures. This is because the constituent parts of a relational engine, like the query parser, planner, executor, and
storage management, are well-separated and independent in an object-relational system. As a result, changes to
the internals of any single component are less likely to affect the others, making rapid modifications easier.
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Abstract

The next generation of database applications will be dominated by rich and complex data types. The
ADT technology of today’s object-relational database systems cannot provide adequate performance for
such applications. The basic stumbling block is the lack of semantic knowledge provided to the database
system about the ADT operations. We are developing novel “Enhanced ADT” (E-ADT) technology that
overcomes this problem, while retaining the extensibility of the database system. In effect, this “turbo-
charges” the complex data types, resulting in dramatically improved performance. E-ADT technology
is being demonstrated on several kinds of multi-media data in thePREDAT OR database system at
Cornell.

1 Introduction

We are witnessing an explosion in the volume and complexity of digital information that people want to access
and analyze. Much of this data is “multi-media” like images, video, audio, and documents. Several other kinds
of complex data are also important, including geographical objects, chemical and biological structures, mathe-
matical entities like matrices and equations, and financial data like time-series. Database systems must efficiently
support queries over such richly structured data; otherwise, they will fast become “roadkill on the information
super-highway” [DeW95]. To meet this challenge, novel “Enhanced ADT” (E-ADT) technology is being devel-
oped in thePREDAT OR database system at Cornell.

The existing support for complex data in object-relational database systems (OR-DBMSs) is based on Ab-
stract Data Types (ADTs), which were adapted from programming language concepts [LZ74] to databases in the
1980s [SRG83, Sto86]. Prominent OR-DBMSs based on ADTs include Illustra [Ill94], Postgres [SRH90] and
Paradise [DKL+94]. The OR-DBMS maintains a table of ADTs and new ADTs may be added by a database
developer or user. Each ADT provides a number of primitive operations for manipulating or querying values of
the type. An ADT for images might provide operationsRotate(I, Angle), Clip(I, Region), andOverlay(I1, I2),
which are composed to form query expressions likeOverlay(Rotate(I1, 90), Clip(I2,f0, 0, 100, 200g)) that can
be embedded within an SQL query. This is the current state of the art, which we call the “ADT approach”.

Copyright 1996 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for ad-
vertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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2 Motivation

Operations on complex ADTs can be expensive (for example,Rotate(Image)); indeed, the cost of ADT opera-
tions often dominates the overall execution cost of a query. Obviously, query processing and optimization should
attempt to reduce the cost of ADT operations. There are two issues to consider: (a) What are possible optimiza-
tions on such queries? (b) How can these optimizations be systematically applied in a DBMS?

2.1 Possible Optimizations

Consider an OR-DBMS based on the ADT approach, and assume that an image ADT has been added. While
image data is stored on disk in a compressed format, the ADT operations are implemented on an uncompressed
main-memory image data structure. Consequently, the image argument of any operation is converted to its main-
memory uncompressed form before an operation is invoked on it.

An earth scientist maintains a table of geographic data, each entry having a satellite photograph and several
other columns. An SQL query asks for a rotated portion of each photograph of the arctic region. The cost of this
query is dominated by the operations on the images.

SELECT Clip(Rotate(G.Photo, 90), {0, 0, 100, 200})
FROM GeoData G
WHERE G.Region = ‘arctic’

How is this query evaluated in current OR-DBMSs1? For every data entry corresponding to the arctic region,
the Photo attribute is retrieved from disk and decompressed into a main-memory image. TheRotateoperation is
then applied to it, and the resulting image is written to a compressed disk-resident form. TheClip operation is
then applied with the intermediate result image as its input. This input image is decompressed to a main-memory
form, it is clipped to the desired dimensions, and the resulting image is written out to disk. One could improve
this execution strategy as follows:
� It is unnecessary forRotateto compress and write its result to disk. Instead, it could be passed directly in
memory toClip.

� Rotateis an expensive operation, whose cost depends on the size of the image being rotated. It would be
cheaper to evaluate the equivalent expressionRotate(Clip(G.Photo,f0, 0, 200, 100g), 90). By performingClip
early, there can be significant reductions in the cost ofRotate. Note that the arguments ofClip have changed as
a result of its being applied beforeRotate.

� If Clip is applied beforeRotate, the entire image does not need to be retrieved from disk. Only the appropriate
portion of the image is needed.

A combination of these strategies can lead to performance improvements of an order of magnitude. Essen-
tially, an entire ADT expression needs to be treateddeclarativelyand optimized. The textual representation of
an expression should not specify an evaluation plan. Current OR-DBMSs based on the ADT approach violate
this principle; they do not perform such optimizations. Consequently, their performance is poor.

2.2 Categories of Optimizations

Similar improvements should be applied to ADT expressions involving other complex data types like audio, time-
series, matrices, etc. We can classify the optimizations into four broad categories:
� Algorithmic: Using different algorithms for each operation depending on the data characteristics. For exam-
ple, the best algorithm to use for theMultiply operation on two matrices depends on the sizes of the matrices
and the amount of memory available.

1Our presentation is of the execution of a “typical” OR-DBMS like Illustra. Systems like Paradise [DKL+94] incorporate some of
the optimizations we suggest.
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� Transformational:Changing the order of operations. The motivating example shows howClip can be applied
beforeRotate.

� Constraint:Pushing constraints through the expression. The constraints may involve selecting a portion of the
data, specifying a certain data resolution, or requiring a particular physical property. Consider the expression
Clip(Smoothen(I), Region)on images. The whole image does not need to be smoothened; only a region of it is
needed.

� Pipelining: Pipelined execution of operations to avoid materializing intermediate results. This is crucial for
large data types like audio and video. It may be impossible to fit an entire uncompressed audio (or video) object
in memory. The only reasonable way to access the data is as a stream. When a sequence of operations has to
be applied to such a large object (for example,IncrTreble(DecrVolume(Audio))), pipelining the operations is
clearly better than generating intermediate results for each operation. This is similar to lazy evaluation [Jon87]
in functional programming.

3 A Performance Demonstration

What is the effect of such optimizations? We answer this with an initial performance demonstration in
PREDAT OR. We use a data set containing 74 images of cars, compressed using JPEG. A Cars relation is cre-
ated, with a name assigned to each image. Each image column value contains an Id for the image and its bounding
box information. The size of the compressed images ranges from 23K to 266K, with an average of 65K. This is
a relatively small amount of data, but it demonstrates the issues involved. The average size of the uncompressed
images in memory is 0.8MB representing more than a 10-fold increase from the size on disk. Standard JPEG
libraries are used to perform compression and decompression. Experiments were run on a Sparc20 machine with
64MB of physical memory, of which 8 MB was used as a database buffer pool. The buffer space was sufficient
to hold the compressed data, and each individual uncompressed image easily fit in memory. The system is CPU-
bound in all these experiments, with the expensive image operations using most of the execution time.

Experiment 1: The first experiment examines the effects of the Pipelining optimizations. We noted in Sec-
tion 2 that in the ADT approach, each operation reads (and decompresses) its input from a disk-based representa-
tion, and writes (and compresses) its output. We call this strategy DISK. An improvement is to pass intermediate
results in their main-memory form. We call this strategy MEM. Finally, if there is a sequence of operations, we
could pipeline their execution by establishing an image row iterator. We call this strategy PIPE. We expect PIPE
to be significantly better than MEM only when the intermediate results are larger than main-memory; that is not
the case for these images.

SELECT Height(Negative(C.picture))
FROM Cars C;

In the query above,Negative(), which inverts the pixel values, is a relatively cheap operation. For all three
strategies,C.picturemust be read and decompressed. The DISK strategy compresses and writes the result out,
whereas the MEM strategy does not. TheHeightoperation is applied so that the display time for the result does
not distort the measurements. The height is obtained from the image bounding box, so the actual image is not
required. We gradually vary the query by introducing additional invocations of theNegative()operation. For
instance,SELECT Height(Negative(Negative(C.picture)))requires one additional compression and decompres-
sion using the DISK strategy. The results are shown in Figure 1. Along the X-axis is the number ofNegative()
operations in the SELECT clause. The Y-axis shows the execution time.

As the number of operations in the image expression increases, the effect of the compression and decompres-
sion at the image boundaries dominates. Consequently, the MEM strategy which avoids these unnecessary costs
is significantly cheaper than DISK. As expected, the PIPE strategy does only marginally better than MEM, since
the intermediate results fit easily in memory. The MEM strategy, which is easier to implement, has been used as
the default for the remaining experiments.
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Experiment 2: The second experiment examines the effects of Order and Constraint optimizations. The
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following query is used:

SELECT Height(Clip(Blur(C.picture, <radius>), <region>))
FROM Cars C;

The result of aBlur operation is an image in which every pixel’s value is the average of the pixels within
radiusof it in the input image.Blur is an expensive operation, especially whenradius is large. In the standard
ADT approach, the images will first be blurred, then clipped to the appropriate region. We call this the STD
strategy. Using the Order optimizations, theClip operation could be performed before theBlur operation. We
call this the ORD strategy. Finally, ifClip is being performed first, it can use the region to constrain the retrieval
and decompression of the images. We call this the ORD+ strategy.

Figure 2 shows how these strategies perform when theBlur radius is fixed at 2 and the size of the Clip re-
gion is varied as a percentage of the image size. Since blurring an image is expensive, both ORD and ORD+
perform very much better than STD when a small region needs to be clipped. Further, it is evident that ORD+
is also significantly better than ORD because it requires a smaller portion of each image to be retrieved and de-
compressed. Figure 3 fixes theClip regionat 10% of the image size, and varies theBlur radius from 1 to 5. As
theradiusincreases, the cost of the blurring grows quadratically. For the STD strategy, since this is the dominant
cost, the overall execution time also grows quadratically. In comparison, in ORD and ORD+, the clips are per-
formed early. The difference between ORD and ORD+ is the difference in the retrieval costs; it is evident that
the execution time of ORD is dominated by the retrieval and decompression time. Consequently, the quadratic
change in theBlur cost is not apparent.

Experiment 3: The third experiment demonstrates a very simple Constraint optimization so as to emphasize
that constraints do not necessarily have to derive from aClip operation. Consider the query below:

SELECT Area(Overlap(C1.picture, C2.picture))
FROM Cars C1, Cars C2
WHERE C2.name = "Alfa_Romeo_8C_2300"

The query needs to find the area of overlap between pairs of images. There is no need to compute the actual
overlap of the images; their bounding boxes contain the necessary information to find the area of overlap. If
this constraint is pushed into the computation of theOverlapoperation, the performance is greatly improved.
Measured execution time goes from 79.5 seconds to 0.58 seconds!

4 A Systematic Optimization Framework

Each of the demonstrated optimizations can result in an order of magnitude in performance improvements. Their
combination can result in even greater improvements. We have shown similar improvements for queries involv-
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ing time-series data [SLR96b]. However, it is not sufficient to observe that these optimizations are possible.
There must also be an architectural framework to apply them in a correct and cost-based manner, so that the ef-
ficiency of a query is improved. At the same time, the type system should remain extensible, so that new types
can be added incrementally. Continuing with the example using images, we note that:
� The best algorithms used for each operation can depend on the size of the input image, the amount of memory
available, the storage format of the image and the values of arguments to the operation. Thus, for any complex
expression involving multiple image operations, there are several possible evaluation plans. Deciding between
plans requires cost-based optimization of the image expression.
� The image expression may be evaluated several times during the course of the query. Its evaluation plan should
be chosen before the query starts executing, because it is unreasonable to explore the large space of options
at runtime. Further, the cost of the chosen plan is used at compile time by the SQL optimizer to “place” the
evaluation of the expression at the appropriate position in the join evaluation tree [Hel95, CS96].
� In order to have meaningful compile-time optimization, collective meta-information like the storage formats
and size statistics need to be maintained over all the pertinent images (in this case, over all photographs in the
GeoData table). The meta-information maintained and the optimizations to be applied are specific to each ADT.

Current OR-DBMSs lack such an optimization infrastructure. The E-ADT paradigmdoesprovide the frame-
work to support such optimizations. It “enhances” traditional ADTs so that combinations of ADT operations are
treated as declarative expressions that are optimized in a cost-based manner. At the same time, the modularity of
the type system is retained.

4.1 Enhanced Abstract Data Types

An Enhanced Abstract Data Type (E-ADT) enhances ADTs in database systems to improve the performance
of query processing. In addition to standard ADT functionality, each E-ADT may support one or more of the
following enhancements through a uniform internal interface:

Query Language:An E-ADT can provide parsing capabilities for a native query language with which expres-
sions over values of that E-ADT can be specified. As an important special case, the language provided can
use the simple functional syntax found in today’s OR-DBMSs – this means that there is no need to change
SQL syntax on account of E-ADTs.

Query Operators and Optimization:An E-ADT can provide optimization routines that will translate a language
expression into a query evaluation plan in its own evaluation algebra.

Query Evaluation:An E-ADT can provide routines to execute the optimized plan.
Catalog Management:An E-ADT can provide catalog routines so that schema information can be stored and

statistics maintained on values of that E-ADT .
Storage Management:An E-ADT can provide multiple physical implementations of values of its type. Many

existing OR-DBMSs already support this feature.

4.2 ThePREDAT OR DBMS

PREDAT OR2 is a client-server OR-DBMS in which the server is a loosely-coupled system of E-ADTs. The
core of the system is an extensible table in which E-ADTs are registered. The server is built on top of a layer of
common database utilities that all E-ADTs can use. An important component of the utility layer is the SHORE
Storage Manager [CDF+94] library, which provides facilities for persistent storage, concurrency control, recov-
ery and buffer management. The high-level picture of the system is shown in Figure 4.

Some of the basic types like integers do not support any enhancements. The figure shows two E-ADTs that
do support enhancements: relations and sequences (i.e. time-series). An image E-ADT has also been added to

2
PREDAT OR stands for the PRedator Enhanced DAta Type Object Relational DBMS
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the system. A complex object like an image or a time-series can be a field within a relational tuple. An impor-
tant feature of the system design is that E-ADTs are modular, with all E-ADTs presenting an identical internal
interface. This serves a dual purpose:
� The development of optimizations for each E-ADT proceeds independently. The extensibility of the system
would be compromised if each E-ADT had to be aware of all the other E-ADTs in the system.

� The interaction between the E-ADTs (especially between the SQL query processing engine and the individual
E-ADT expressions) happens through the uniform internal interface, independent of the implementation of each
E-ADT.

Due to space constraints, we do not discuss the detailed optimizations on the operations of each data type.
More importantly, we only present a brief summary of the interaction mechanism between data types. A query is
broken into components that correspond to sub-expressions of each E-ADT. Each sub-expression is treated as a
declarative query and is parsed, optimized, and executed by its own E-ADT. It is difficult to build a DBMS with
an extensible type system, while at the same time providing this rich functionality in each E-ADT. In fact, the
E-ADT paradigm affects code design at many levels of the query processing engine. The details are in a longer
version of this paper [SLR96a].

5 Related Work

This section is a brief survey of the related work in this area. [SLR96a] presents a more exhaustive description
of related research and describes several exciting areas for future research enabled by the E-ADT paradigm.

Postgres and Illustra: The issues regarding support for ADTs in database systems were first explored in [SRG83]
and [Sto86]. This led to the Postgres research DBMS [SRH90] and its commercial version, Illustra [Ill94]. The
Postgres project explored issues dealing with the storage and indexed retrieval of ADTs. It also stressed that func-
tions associated with ADTs could be expensive [Jhi88], and that special relational optimization techniques are
necessary when such functions are present [Hel95]. The “ADT approach” described in this paper corresponds
closely to Illustra’s technology. Currently, Illustra is being integrated into the Informix Universal Server [Inf96]
and several modifications are being made to improve the parallel evaluation of ADT expressions [Ols96].
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Paradise: The Paradise client-server DBMS [DKL+94] is developing ADT extensions for the parallel exe-
cution of operations on spatial, geographic, and scientific data. This work concentrates on issues of scalable par-
allelism and the use of tertiary storage for large ADTs. The importance of parallelism for ADTs arises from the
large size of complex data types, and the high cost of operations on them. From the E-ADT viewpoint, parallelism
is yet another possible benefit of declarative ADT expressions. Consequently, the Paradise work on parallel ex-
ecution of ADT methods fits in neatly with the E-ADT paradigm. Paradise also implements some optimizations
that allow ADT operations to retain intermediate results in memory.

There is a large amount of research in areas like object-oriented query processing [CD92, Cat94] that is re-
lated to our work. For example, Aberer and Fischer [AF95] observed that the semantic information about meth-
ods in an OO-DBMS can be used to optimize the query. Much of the recent work on extensible query optimiza-
tion (like [MDZ93]) is also relevant. Several researchers have been exploring database support for collection
types [Che96, Won94] and scientific data [MV93, WG93]. There has been an increasing interest in “special-
purpose” database systems, which focus on data types or application domains of interest. This includes work on
supporting queries over arrays, financial data, images, video, text, music, source code, etc. Our research impacts
all this work, because our technology enables the domain specific query languages and optimizations developed
in all these research projects to be integrated within a common database system. Finally, there are many sim-
ilarities between the support for multiple data types, and the support of heterogeneous database systems. The
loosely-coupled approach that we have taken encourages this comparison, and also opens up the possibility of
building heterogeneous E-ADTs on top of the OLE-DB standard [Bla96].

6 Conclusion

The E-ADT paradigm is a novel approach to database systems design that “turbo-charges” the use of complex
data types. E-ADTs are being built in thePREDAT OR database system, and initial results indicate an order
of magnitude increase in performance. Consequently, we believe that the next-generation of object-relational
database systems should be based on E-ADTs.
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Abstract

As network connectivity has continued its explosive growth and as storage devices have become smaller,
faster, and less expensive, the number of online digitized images has increased rapidly. Successful queries
on large, heterogeneous image collections cannot rely on the use of text matching alone. In this paper
we describe how we use image analysis in conjunction with an object relational database to provide both
textual and content-based queries on a very large collection of digital images. We discuss the effects of
feature computation, retrieval speed, and development issues on our feature storage strategy.

1 Introduction

A recent search of the World Wide Web found 16 million pages containing the word “gif” and 3.2 million con-
taining “jpeg” or “jpg.” Many of these images have little or no associated text, and what text they do have is
completely unstructured. Similarly, commercial image databases may contain hundreds of thousands of images
with little useful text. To fully utilize such databases, we must be able to search for images containing interest-
ing objects. Existing image retrieval systems rely on a manual review of each image or on the presumption of
a homogeneous collection of similarly-structured images, or they simply search for images using low-level ap-
pearance cues [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In the case of a very large, heterogeneous image collection, we cannot afford to
annotate each image manually, nor can we expect specialized sets of features within the collection, yet we want
to retrieve images based on their high-level content—we would like to find photos that contain certain objects,
not just those with a particular appearance.

2 Background

The UC Berkeley Digital Library project is part of the NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Library Initiative. Our goal
is to develop technologies for intelligent access to massive, distributed collections comprising multiple-terabyte
databases of photographs, satellite images, maps, and text documents.

In support of this research, we have developed a testbed of data [6] that as of this writing includes about 65,000
scanned document pages, over 50,000 digital images, and several hundred high-resolution satellite photographs.

Copyright 1996 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for ad-
vertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering

zThis work was supported by an NSF Digital Library Grant (IRI 94-11334) and an NSF graduate fellowship for Chad Carson.
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Figure 1: WWW query form set up for the “sailing and surfing” query.

This data is provided primarily by public agencies in California that desire online access to the data for their own
employees or the general public. The testbed includes a large number of (text-based) documents as well as several
collections of images such as photos of California native species and habitats, historical photographs, and images
from the commercial Corel photo database. The image collection include subjects as diverse as wildflowers, polar
bears, European castles, and decorated pumpkins. It currently requires 300 GB of storage and will require more
than 3.4 TB when it is complete. Image feature data and textual metadata are stored in an Illustra database.

All data are now being made available online using access methods developed by the Berkeley Digital Li-
brary project. The data is accessible to the public athttp://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/ via forms, sorted
lists, and search engines. Image queries can rely on textual metadata alone, such as the photographer’s name or
the photo’s caption, or they can employ feature information about the image, such as color information or the
presence of a horizon in the image (see figure 1).
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3 Content-Based Querying

Most work on object recognition has been for fixed, geometric objects in controlled images (for example, ma-
chine parts on a white background), which is not very useful for image retrieval in a general setting such as ours.
However, a few researchers have begun to work on more general object recognition [7].

The current focus of our vision research is to identify objects in pictures: animals, trees, flowers, buildings,
and other kinds of “things” that users might request. This focus is the direct result of research by the user needs
assessment component of the Digital Library project [8]. Interviews were conducted at the California Department
of Water Resources (DWR), which is a primary source of the images used in the Digital Library project testbed
as well as one of its main users. Employees were asked how they would use the image retrieval system and what
kinds of queries they would typically make. The DWR film library staff provided a list of actual requests they had
handled in the past, such as “canoeing,” “children of different races playing in a park,” “flowers,” “seascapes,”
“scenic photo of mountains,” “urban photos,” “snow play,” and “water wildlife.”

As the user needs assessment team discovered, users generally want to find instances of high-level concepts
rather than images with specific low-level properties. Many current image retrieval systems are based on appear-
ance matching, in which, for example, the computer presents several images, and the user picks one and requests
other images with similar color, color layout, and texture. This sort of query may be unsatisfying for several
reasons:

� Such a query does not address the high-level content of the image at all, only its low-level appearance.

� Users often find it hard to understand why particular images were returned and have difficulty controlling
the retrieval behavior in desired ways.

� There is usually no way to tell the system which features of the “target” image are important and which
are irrelevant to the query.

Our approach is motivated by the observation that high-level objects are made up of regions of coherent color
and texture arranged in meaningful ways. Thus we begin with low-level color and texture processing to find
coherent regions, and then use the properties of these regions and their relationship with one another to group
them at progressively higher levels [9]. For example, an algorithm to find a cheetah might first look for regions
which have the color and texture of cheetah skin, then look for local symmetries to group some regions into limbs
and a torso, and then further group these body segments into a complete cheetah based on global symmetries and
the cheetah body plan.

4 Implementation

4.1 Finding Colored Dots

As a first step toward incorporating useful image features into the database, we have searched for isolated regions
of color in the images. Such information can be useful in finding such objects as flowers and people.

We look for the following 13 colors in each image: red, orange, yellow, green, blue-green, light blue, blue,
purple, pink, brown, white, gray, and black. We chose these colors because they match human perceptual cate-
gories and tend to distinguish interesting objects from their backgrounds [10].

We use the following algorithm to find these “colored dots”:

1. Map the image’s hue, saturation, and value (HSV) channels into the 13 perceptual color channels.

2. Filter the image at several scales with filters which respond strongly to colored pixels near the center of
the filter but are inhibited by colored pixels away from the center. These filters find isolated dots (such as
in a starry sky) and ignore regions that are uniform in color and brightness (such as a cloudy sky).
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3. Threshold the outputs of these filters and count the number of distinct responses to a particular filter.

Responses at a coarse scale indicate large dots of a particular color; responses at finer scales indicate smaller dots.
The number of dots of each color and size is returned, as is the overall percentage of each color in the image. A
13 � 6 matrix is generated for each image. Rows in the matrix represent the 13 colors that are identified. Six
integers are associated with each color: the percentage of the image which is that color, and the number of very
small, small, medium, large, and very large dots of that color found. (These sizes correspond to dots with radii
of approximately 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 pixels, respectively, in128 � 192 pixel images.)

While these dot counts and percentages contain no information about high-level objects, they are a first step
toward purely image-based retrieval. A number of combinations of the dot and percentage data yield interesting
results; the following are a few examples:

Query Percentages Dotsa Text Datasets Precisionb

Sailing & Surfing blue-green> 30% # VS yellow� 1 — Corel, DWR 13/17
(fig. 2)

Pastoral Scenes green> 25% AND — all 85/93
(fig. 3) light blue> 25%

Purple Flowers # S purple> 3 — all 98/110
(fig. 4)

Fields of # VS yellow> 15 — all 63/74
Yellow Flowers

Yellow Cars # L yellow� 1 OR “auto”c all 6/7
# VL yellow � 1

People orange> 1% # L pink� 1 OR — Corel, DWR 19/69
(fig. 5) # VL pink � 1

aThe different dot sizes (very small, small, medium, large, and very large) are abbreviated VS, S, M, L, and VL, respectively.
b“Precision” is the fraction of returned images that contain the intended concept. “Recall,” the fraction of images in the database

containing the intended concept that are returned, is not a feasible measure in this case because we do not know how many instances of
the intended concept are in the database.

cThere are 132 “auto” images; restricting the query to images with large yellow dots reduces the number to seven.

4.2 Storage of Feature Data

Because of the size of the image collection and its associated metadata, we must use a database to manage both
textual and image content information. Our chief priority is to store this data in such a way as to facilitate the
fastest possible retrieval time in order to make rapid online browsing feasible. Therefore, we do not store the
images themselves in the database, and we store metadata in a way that circumvents the need for joins on two
or more tables. In addition, because image content analysis is time-consuming and computationally expensive,
we do this analysis ahead of time and store the results in the database rather than using run-time functionality
provided by the database. Another concern related to image analysis is the need to support continual development
of new analysis techniques and new feature data. We want to be able to add new features and modify existing
features painlessly as our vision research progresses. In this section we describe how our approach to storing
image feature data meets these goals.

Each of the five image collections is stored in its own table with its own particular attributes. The collection
of DWR images has 24 textual attributes per image, including a description of the image, the DWR-defined cat-
egory, subject, and internal identification numbers. The wildflowers table contains 14 attributes per image such
as common name, family, and scientific name. The Corel stock images have very little metadata: an ID number,
a disk title such as “The Big Apple,” a short description, and up to four keywords such as “boat, people, water,
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Figure 2: Representative results for the “sailing and surfing” query. (Color images are available at
http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/papers/db/ )

            

Figure 3: Representative results for the “pastoral” query.
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Figure 4: Representative results for the “purple flowers” query.

            

Figure 5: Representative results for the “people” query.
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mountain.” The various image collections have very few textual attributes in common, other than a unique ID as-
signed by the Digital Library project and at least a few words of textual description from the data provider. Given
the diversity of the overall collection and the likelihood of acquiring additional dissimilar image collections in the
future, we do not want to support a superset of all image attributes for all the collections in one table. In addition,
we have found that most users of our system want to direct a fairly specific query to a particular collection.

On the other hand, the addition of image feature data presents a more homogeneous view of the collection as a
whole. Using image feature information to find a picture of sailboats on the ocean does not require any collection-
specific information. Our approach is to support both text-based queries directed to a specific collection at a
fine granularity (“find California wildflowers where common name = ‘morning glory’ ”) and text/content-based
queries to the entire collection (“find pictures that are mostly blue-green with one or more small yellow dots”).
The separate tables for each collection are used for collection-specific queries, while collection-wide queries can
be directed to an aggregate table of all images. This supertable contains selected metadata for every image in the
repository: the collection name, the unique ID, a “text soup” field which is a concatenation of any available text
for that image, and the feature data.

We have experimented with different ways of storing the types of feature data that have been developed so far,
and we continue to try different techniques as new features are developed. Storage of Boolean object information,
such as the presence or absence of a horizon in the image, is straightforward; we simply store a Boolean value
for a “horizon” attribute. As our vision research proceeds and new kinds of objects can be identified, they can
be concatenated onto an “objects” attribute string, so that each image has just one list—the objects that were
found in that image. In this manner, we eliminate the need to record a “false” entry for each object not found in
an image. This text string can be indexed, and retrieval is accomplished using simple text matching. However,
more complex color and texture features, such as colored dot information, require careful planning in order to
ensure fast retrieval, development ease, and storage efficiency. Interestingly, the complexity of the stored feature
data is inversely related to the capability of the image analysis system: as computer vision systems become more
adept at producing high-level output (e.g., “flower” instead of “yellow dot”), the question of storage and retrieval
becomes simpler, because the level of detail of the stored information more closely matches the level of detail of
desired queries.

Storing Image Features as Text

In general, we store image feature data as text strings, and we use text substring matching for retrievals. Dot in-
formation is stored in one text field per image. Any nonzero number of dots in an image is categorized as “few,”
“some,” or “many” and stored in this field, separated by spaces. For example, a picture of a sky with clouds might
have a few large white dots and a large amount of blue, so its dot field would be “mostly blue large white few .”

We have found that storing feature data as text yields the best results in terms of development ease, extensi-
bility, and retrieval speed. We have experimented with other methods, such as storing dots as integer or Boolean
values, and we have considered a compact encoding scheme for the feature data in order to save storage space
and possibly cut down on retrieval time. But conservation of storage space is not a high priority for our project,
and we have found that for fast retrieval time the use of text is satisfactory.

There are several advantages to using text instead of other data types. Most images have few significant
objects and only two to five significant colors; each color typically has just a few of the dot attributes represented.
The current implementation of dots would require 78 (13 � 6) integer values, and most of them would be zero.
Using one dots text string per image allows us to store only the features that are present in that image. This has
an added benefit during the development stage, when vision researchers are testing their results on the image
database—feature data can be concisely displayed in a readable form on the results page with little effort on the
developer’s part.

Using text also means that incremental changes to stored feature data do not require elaborate re-encoding or
new attribute names. Text-based queries are simple to construct because there is just one dots field, as illustrated
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in the following example:
To find an image with “any kind of white dots” using text, we simply use wildcards in the select statement:
where dots like ‘%white%’
The equivalent integer expression requires five comparisons:
where VS white � 1 or S white � 1 or M white � 1 or L white � 1 or VL white � 1
Integer-based queries must be more carefully constructed to make sure that all possibilities are included in

each expression. Such factors contribute to a faster development time if a text-based method is used, a bonus for
a system like ours that is continually changing.

5 Future Directions

In the future we plan to investigate more efficient ways to store numerical feature data such as colored dots.
However, as our image analysis research progresses, we expect to be able to use low-level feature information
(shape, color, and texture) to automatically identify higher-level concepts in the images, such as trees, buildings,
people, animals of all kinds, boats, and cars. As high-level information like this becomes available, the need to
store low-level features like dots will decrease.

Currently most of the feature data we have developed is stored in a single table—the supertable that includes
all the images in the collection. Although queries on this table can include text and can be directed to individual
collections, no categorization of text is provided, because the primary purpose of the form is to make content-
based queries. We plan to extend the content-based capability to the query forms for each individual collection
so that users who know that particular collection can take advantage of the stored feature data. One collection
that we think will benefit greatly from the use of content-based queries is the California wildflower collection.
Users will be able to request pictures of a named flower in a particular color, such as “blue morning glories and
not white morning glories,” or even search for the names of flowers using color cues alone: “pink flowers with
yellow centers” and “flowers with large purple blossoms.”
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Abstract

Image Database Management Systems (IDBMS) aim to store large collections of images, and to support
efficient content-based retrieval. In this paper we explore the idea ofimage data modelingas a tool for
describing image domains, with the twofold objective of guiding feature extraction and incorporating
semantics into the extracted summaries of images. We discuss the implementation of these ideas in the
PIQ image DBMS, and demonstrate that significant gains in the expressiveness of content-based queries
can be achieved.

Image Database Management Systems (IDBMS) aim to store large collections of images, and to support effi-
cient content-based retrieval of the images. Like any other DBMS, an IDBMS has astorage facility, the data is
arranged according to somedata model, and it has aquery facility.

The main IDBMS issue this paper explores is the data model and its impact on theexpressivenessof the query
language. The kind of queries we focus on are selection queries. In other words, we want to select a few images
from the database, based on their content. Imagine a query facility that loads all the images from the database
and checks each image to see if it fits the selection criterion. In all but extreme cases this query facility would be
inefficient. The only other option is to have more information about the images stored in the database so it can be
used for evaluating the selection criterion. We call this extra information asummary. When an image is stored in
the database, its summary is stored as well. Queries are executed using only the information in the summaries.
Images are retrieved only after we check that the summary conforms to the selection criterion. This means that
any content information we want to query must be in the summary. Therefore, the expressiveness of any IDBMS
query language is limited by the type of information in the summary.

Note that every existing IDBMS uses the idea of a summary for query optimization and execution. Some
systems create the summaries automatically when an image is inserted into the database. Other systems need the
help of a user in constructing the summary. User supplied input on a per-image basis has dire consequences on
the system’s ability to scale. One can’t expect a user to provide input for many thousands of images. Therefore,
a system capable of handling large collections of images must have automated summary construction (which
includesfeature extraction).

�This work was supported by a David and Lucile Packard Foundation Fellowship in Science and Engineering, a Presidential Young
Investigator Award and NASA Research Grant NAGW-3921.
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1.1 The Case for Data Modeling

Existing IDBMSs typically focus on a single domain of images. The type of information in the summary is de-
termined at the time the system is built and can not be changed.

Images in a given specialized domain have much in common. This commonality is reflected in the type of
information put in summaries. For example, the VIMS (or VIMSYS) [1, 3] system can handle only images of
frontal views of single Human faces. The type of information in the summaries fits this image domain. A special
feature extraction algorithm was constructed so that summaries can be created automatically. The query lan-
guage is designed for this specific image domain as well. These kinds of systems have high development and
maintenance costs. Every change to the system, such as including a new feature or a new type of query, needs
expensive code development. Supporting a different image domain can only be achieved by building another
system altogether.

Other systems consider the domain of all images. Any image can be inserted into the database, and all images
are treated equally. Images inserted into the database may have nothing in common other than the fact that they
are images. This means that the type of information that can be extracted automatically must be relevant to every
possible image. This excludes any notion of semantic content of the information in the summaries. QBIC [4, 2]
is an example for such a system. When an image is inserted with no user-supplied input, the system extracts
two features of the image: a color histogram, and a condensed edge map that represents the layout of the image.
The user may assist in identifying regions of the image (calledobjects). For each object, the system extracts its
color histogram, its shape, and sometimes its texture. Any query language used in such a system has limited
expressiveness because there is not much information in the summaries to work with.

PIQ differs from existing IDBMSs by being able to handle different specialized domains. We introduce the
idea ofimage data modelingas a remedy to the problems listed above. Data modeling is used for describing the
contents of images of a specific image domain. In [7, 6] we show how the PIQ data model is used for automated
feature extraction. In this paper we demonstrate the expressiveness of a query facility built for the PIQ data model,
and the scalability of PIQ.

2 The PIQ Data Model

In order to describe image collections to the IDBMS we need adata description language(DDL). This language
has constructs that enable us to describe the common features of images in the same collection. Each valid de-
scription in the language is referred to as aschema. The collection of all valid schemas for the language is the
data modelof that language.

We describe the PIQ data model by demonstrating how schemas are defined using the PIQ DDL. For every
image in a collection (with a specific schema) the system creates a summary. That summary’s data type is defined
by the schema. For example, suppose the schema for a collection of faces tells the system that the information
about eye-color is stored in the summary. Then, for every image, the summary of the image will contain a value
for eye-color (e.g.blue). The values of summaries are generated by an automated feature extraction facility (see
[7, 6]).

It is important to note a fundamental aspect of PIQ: the DBMS does feature extraction and organizes the
resulting summary information, in order to store, index and query this information efficiently. This results in a
central tradeoff in the design of the data model: the richer the data model, the easier it is to describe a collection
of images, but the harder it is to do appropriate feature extraction and summary organization.

2.1 What Is a PIQ Schema?

A schema is structured as a tree. Each node in the tree has a name and specific type. Furthermore, each node
represents anobjectin the image. An object is a region of an image (i.e., a set of pixels).
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The system maintains a set ofleaf node types. Each leaf node type is associated with a feature extraction
algorithm. For example, if we have an algorithm for extracting circular objects from an image, we can have a
leaf node type for it (calledCircle). A schema node with typeCircle refers to a circular object in the image. The
set of leaf node types is dynamic. Whenever we have some feature extraction algorithm we want to use, we can
define a new leaf node type for it. Thus, the system’s data model can be extended. For more details on DDL
guided feature extraction see [7, 6].

Internal nodes of a schema tree represent operations done on the objects associated with the children of that
node. Those types are:

Union. The object referred to by a node whose type isUnion is the union of the objects referred to by the node’s
children. Note that objects are sets of pixels, so a union of objects is a union of sets of pixels. For example, a
schema for a face may have aUnionnode whose children representeyes, nose, mouth, hairetc. Each child
node represents a region in the image that corresponds to a part of the face. TheUnionnode represents the
region of the image that represents the entire face.

IntersectionandDifference. Defined the same asUnion, differing only in the kind of set operation done on the
objects the node’s children refer to.

Set. A Setschema node has exactly one child. The child node may have many valid objects to refer to in a single
image. The set node indicates that all those objects need to be considered. The object associated with the
Setnode is the union of all the objects that can be associated with its child.

Or. An Or schema has more than one child. Images in a collection may have valid objects in them only for a
few of the node’s children. Any object associated with a child of anOr node can be associated with theOr
node itself. For example, theOr node of a schema may represent somevehicle, whereas its children may
represent acar, abike, abusetc. If an image in the collection features a car, the object associated with the
Or node is that car. Similarly, if an image in the collection features a bike or a bus, the object associated
with theOr node is that bike or bus.

Each schema node contains attributes. Those attributes, like attributes in a relational data model, have names
and types. PIQ maintains a set of types that can be used for defining attributes. This set may be extended by
inserting new types into the system. However, there are some types that are always present in PIQ. These are:
Number, String, Boolean, andRegion. A Region type is a set of pixels. Each node has at least one attribute
calledprimary-region(of typeRegion). This attribute’s value is the object that node refers to. We also have an
Array type for each of the above types (and for all other types inserted into the system). The array may have any
number of dimensions and any size for each dimension.

The DDL statements defining schemas are:

� “schemanamehas typetype.” This declares a schema with a single node. The node has the name specified
in nameand the leaf node type specified intype.

� “schemanameis operatorof list-of-names.” This declares a schema whose root node’s name isname,
and its type isoperator(eitherUnion, Intersection, Differenceor Or). Its children are the schemas whose
names are listed inlist-of-names. The list of names actually lists pairs of names in the format: “prefix-1 :
schema-name-1, ... , prefix-k : schema-name-k”
We want the names of nodes in a schema to be unique. Since some of the names in thelist-of-namescan
be duplicates, we make them unique by adding prefixes. The prefix is optional if there is no duplication
of names. For example, suppose we have a schemas “A”, “B”. Suppose we want schema “C” to represent
two objects of “A” and one of “B”. The statement will be:
“schemaC is Union of first : A, second : A , B.”

� “schemanameis Setof name1”. This declares a schema whose root node name’s isname, and its type is
Set. The child of that root node is the schema namedname1.
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Note that we identify a schema by the name of its root. The DDL statement for attribute definition is:
“attribute attr-nameof node node-nameof schemaschema-nameis expression.” This means that the node
namednode-nameof the schema namedschema-namehas an attribute calledattr-name. expressiondefines both
the type of the attribute, and the method for computing it. More details about expressions are presented in Section
2.3.

2.2 What Is a PIQ Summary?

For each image we create a summary according to the schema of the image’s collection. The summary is a tree
structure that is very similar to the schema tree. Note that every sub-tree of a schema tree is also a schema. We
build a summary tree for a specific image and schema using the following rules:

� Suppose the schema tree has only one node. The summary tree has only one node as well. For each attribute
in the schema tree there is a value in the summary tree. That value is taken from the image. In particular,
the value of the attributeprimary-regionhas aRegion type and refers to a set of pixels in the image.

� Suppose the schema tree has a root node of typeUnion. Each child of that root node is a root of a sub-tree
(which is a schema). For each such sub-tree we construct a summary tree. The summary tree for the entire
schema will have a root whose children are the roots of the summary trees constructed for the sub-tree
schemas. Again, for each attribute in the schema root node, the summary root node will have a value. In
particular, the value ofprimary-regionwill be the union of the values ofprimary-regionof the children of
the summary root node.

� Suppose the schema tree has a root node of typeIntersectionor Difference. We treat it the same as the
Union case except that the rule for computing the value ofprimary-regionchanges to reflect the different
set operation.

� Suppose the schema has a root node of typeSet. The child of the root node is the root of a sub-tree (also
a schema). We construct as many valid summary trees as possible for that sub-tree. The summary tree for
the entire schema will have a root whose children are the roots of all the summary trees constructed earlier.
Again, we have values for all attributes of the root node and the value ofprimary-regionof the root node
is the union of all values ofprimary-region’s in its children.

� Suppose a schemaS has a root node of typeOr. Child i of S is the root of a schemaSi. For eachSi we
construct summary trees. Any summary tree that is valid forSi is also a valid summary tree forS.

2.3 Attributes and Expressions

Some attributes are defined by the user using the attribute definition statement described in Section 2.1. Other
attributes are defined automatically. For each node in the schema tree the attributeprimary-regionis automati-
cally defined. For each leaf node there may be other attributes that are automatically defined. This depends on
the type of that leaf node. For example: a leaf node of typeCircle may have attributes for thepositionof the
center of the circle and for itsradius.

When we construct a summary for an image with a specific schema, the automatically defined attributes get
values from the feature extraction algorithm. For example, the position and radius of an object of aCircle node
are determined by the algorithm that searches for the circle in the image. For leaf nodes, the extraction algorithm
finds the value ofprimary-region. For internal nodes, we have rules that determine how to compute the value of
primary-regionfrom the values in its children (see Section 2.1 and 2.2).

The rules for computing the other attributes are given with their definition by anexpression. An atomic ex-
pression is either a constant or a reference to a previously defined attribute. We construct more complex ex-
pressions from atomic expressions using function. When we construct a summary, the expression given for an
attribute is a function whose variables are other attributes. When we evaluate the expression, we substitute the
attribute references with their actual value to get the value for another attribute.
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Expressions may be used to enforce some restrictions on a summary. The DDL statement is:
“schemanameis restricted by bool-expression.” This states thatbool-expressionis a boolean expression over
the attributes of the schemaname. This expression is called arestriction. A summary is valid only if it was
constructed according to the rules in Section 2.2, and all the schema’s restrictions evaluate totrue.

An example for the use of a restriction is enforcing spatial relationships. Suppose we have a schema describ-
ing a face. A part of the schema can be stated as
“schemaeyesis Union of left-eye : eye, right-eye : eye.”
We assume that the schema for “eye” has position attributes (x-position, y-position). If we do not use restrictions
and an image has two eyes in it then we have a problem. Each eye object in the image is a valid object for both
“left-eye” and “right-eye”. Therefore, we have four valid summaries for that schema. Obviously, we consider
only one of the options as desirable. We can use the restriction
“schemaeyesis restricted by x-position(left-eye)< x-position(right-eye).”
The restriction claims that the left eye is positioned to the left of the right eye. Now, only the proper summary
tree is valid.

2.4 An Example of a Schema and a Summary

name:
type:
attributes:

Rectangles

primary-region

Set

name:
type:
attributes:

Shapes
Union

primary-region

name:
type:
attributes:

texture
position
size

primary-region

Rectangle
Rectangle

name:
type:
attributes:

texture
position
size

primary-region

Triangle
Triangle

name:
type:
attributes:

texture
position
size

primary-region

Circle
Circle

name:
type:
attributes:

primary-region

Another-Shape
Or

name:
type:
attributes:

Set

primary-region

Other-Shapes

Restriction:  texture(Rectangle) = "Brick"

Figure 1: Example of schema.

Figure 1 is an example for a schema tree. The DDL definition of
the schema is:
“schemaRectanglehas typeRectangle.”
“schema Rectangle is restricted by texture(rectangle) =
‘BRICK’.”
“schemaCircle has typeCircle.”
“schemaTrianglehas typeTriangle.”
“schemaRectanglesis Setof Rectangle.”
“schemaAnother-Shapeis Or of Circle, Triangle.”
“schemaOther-Shapesis Setof Another-Shape.”
“schemaShapesis Union of Rectangles, Other-Shapes.”
All the attributes are automatically specified in this case. This in-
cludes thesize, textureandpositionof the leaf nodes.
Figure 2 shows an example of an image. Figure 3 shows a valid
summary for that image with the schema in Figure 1.

The sub-images shown in each node of the summary tree in Figure 3 are illustrations representing the value of
primary-regionof that node. The values of other attributes are not shown. Note that there are only two rectangles
in the summary instead of the four in the image. This happens because the schema has a restriction stating that
the texture of a rectangle should be ‘BRICK’. Only the two rectangles with a brick texture are presented in the
summary.

3 Expressiveness of Queries

One can only ask queries about information that exists in the database, and is captured by the DBMS’s data model.
This point seems trivial, but it is the cause of major limitations to the leading IDBMSs such as QBIC [4, 2] and
Photobook [5].

In the case of PIQ, one can create schemas, thereby determining what information in the images is important.
In this case the true limit to the expressiveness of queries is the query language and query processing facility. Two
main issues are still under research in the PIQ project. First, the issue of developing a good query language for the
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Figure 2: Example of image.

Other-Shapes

Rectangle

Shapes

Rectangles

TriangleTriangleCircleRectangle

Figure 3: Example of summary.

PIQ data model. Second, how to optimize and process queries efficiently when the database consists of summary
trees.

3.1 Representing Summary Trees in an Object-Relational Model

We can represent a schema as a set of relations, and a summary as a set of tuples in those relations, using the
object-relational data model. Once we do that, queries can be posed in any object-relational query language (e.g.
SQL variants). The main advantage is that the PIQ system can use a conventional DBMS for storing summaries
and processing queries.

The representation of a schema as a set of relations is based on the idea that a tuple can represent a summary
node, and the association between a parent node and its child can be captured by using foreign keys. For each
node in the schema tree we create a relation with a unique name (which is the node’s name). The attributes for
each relation are the attributes of the schema node with the following additions:

� Image ID. An object ID for the image.
� Tuple ID. An object ID for the specific tuple.
� Parent ID (for every node except the root). For identifying which tuple represents the parent of this tuple

in the summary tree.

Since we use object IDs and various data types that are not in the standard relational data model, we need an
object-relational data model (for object IDs) with the ability to store large uninterpreted blobs (for arrays, regions
and images).

Each node in a summary tree is converted into a tuple. The relation used for that tuple is the relation created
for the schema node associated with the summary tree node. The summary tree node contains the values for the
attributes, so those values are used for constructing the tuple. Furthermore, we get a unique object ID for the
tuple and fill in the object IDs for the image and for the parent of this tuple.

We may not want all of the attributes to be used by the query facility. Some attributes may be computed only
to be used for restrictions, but once the restrictions are evaluated, the values are not important for us. We can
declare some attributes astemporaries. When creating the relations and tuples (or when storing the summary
trees in any other way) we ignore those attributes. This can save a lot a storage space if the unwanted attributes
are represented by large blobs such as arrays and regions.
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3.2 Example of an Experiment with Airplane Pictures

Figure 4: Result of query: “Images with at least two planes ordered by size of bottom plane.”

Figure 5: Similarity query. Best 5 results.

Figure 6: Same similarity query as in Figure 5. Worst 5 results.

The data set used in the experiment contains pictures of airplanes from the NASA Dryden Research Aircraft
Photo Archive (available athttp://www.dfrf.nasa.gov/PhotoServer ). A very simple extraction al-
gorithm that distinguishes between background and foreground was used for finding individual airplanes in the
images. We created a schema leaf node type calledairplaneand associated it with that feature extraction algo-
rithm. The attributes we get from the algorithm aresize, color, shape, orientationandposition. The schema is:
“schemaairplanehas typeairplane.”
“schemaairplanesis Setof airplane.”
We discarded theprimary-regionattributes.shapewas represented by some algebraic moments of theprimary-
region. color is a color histogram of the airplane.positionwas broken down into the X and Y coordinates of the
center of mass ofprimary-region. orientation is the angle that the main axis ofprimary-regionhas with the X
axis. sizeis the number of pixels inprimary-region.

All example queries in this section are expressible in SQL over summary relations. The queries are not easy
to write in SQL. This is a major incentive to create a better query language.

Figure 4 shows the results of the query: “Find images with at least two planes ordered by size of bottom
plane.” The order of results in the figure is from left to right. This query clearly demonstrates our ability to
utilize spatial relationships (i.e., bottom) in conjunction with some other properties of objects (in this casesize).
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Figures 5 and 6 show the result of a similarity query. An example of an image is given (the image on the
upper left in Figure 5). We want to find images that are similar to it according to a specified similarity metric. The
metric in this case is: images with the same number of airplanes in them as the example image. The ordering of
the images is: first order by how close the color of the airplane is, then order by the size and shape and orientation.
The results in Figure 5 are ordered from left to right.

Note that most systems have built-in notions of similarity. It may be useful to reduce the amount of work
needed for specifying a query by using a default similarity metric. However, it limits the user’s ability to specify
his/her requirements for the query.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We described the idea of image data modeling and its application in the PIQ IDBMS. We showed that a very
powerful query facility is feasible when using a non-trivial data model.

The PIQ system is extensible and scalable. The system’s data model can be extended by defining new leaf
node types for schemas. This enables the user to have automated feature extraction for many image domains
by including specialized software developed by the Computer Vision community. Automated feature extraction
makes the system scalable: the number of images inserted into the database can be very large. The reason is
that we do not need to have user’s input on a per-image basis, and summaries can be indexed and queried using
scalable DBMS techniques.

Our future work focuses on developing a good query facility. This includes a query language that is both
powerful and easy to use. It also includes solving the problem of query optimization and processing for summary
trees.
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Abstract

Much of the world’s nonstandard data resides in specialized data sources. This data must often be queried
together with data from other sources to give users the information they desire. Queries that can span
several specialized sources with diverse search capabilities pose new challenges for query optimization.
This paper describes the design and illustrates the use of a general purpose optimizer that can be taught
about the capabilities of a new data source. Our optimizer produces plans of high quality even in the
presence of nonstandard data, strange methods, and unusual query processing capabilities, and makes
it easy to add new sources of standard or nonstandard data.

1 Introduction

Much of the world’s nonstandard data resides in specialized data sources. For example, videos are typically found
in video servers that know how to manage quality of service issues; chemical structures are found in specialized
chemical structure “databases”; and text is found in a variety of information retrieval and file systems. Many of
these sources have specialized query processing capabilities. Some videos are now indexed by scene changes;
chemical structure databases support substructure and similarity search; and information retrieval systems sup-
port content search of various degrees of sophistication. Furthermore, this data, though in specialized sources,
does not exist in isolation. It often must be combined with other data from other sources to give users the infor-
mation they desire.

Database middleware systems offer users the ability to combine data from multiple sources in a single query.
Several projects are currently working on middleware to bridge sources of nonstandard data types [SAD+94,
LP95, PGMW95]. Queries that can span several specialized sources with diverse search capabilities pose new
challenges for query optimization in these projects. With multiple sources, the possible ways to execute any given
query are many. Special-purpose optimizers that each understand a particular set of data sources could be built,
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Figure 1: Garlic System Architecture

but due to the range of nonstandard data types and systems storing them, and the variety of combinations that
users need, this is not a practical approach.

In the Garlic project [C+95], we are building a general purpose optimizer that can be taught about the capa-
bilities of a new data source. We make it easy to add new sources of non-standard data and to exploit the special
query processing abilities of sources. Our approach produces plans of high quality, while making it possible to
include easily a broad range of data sources. In addition, we can both extend the system with new sources and
evolve the descriptions of sources to capture further capabilities at any time.

This paper illustrates how our optimizer helps users relate together data of nonstandard types, and exploit the
special query capabilities that may be associated with them. In the next section, we briefly discuss the middleware
model we assume, and sketch our approach to optimization. A detailed description of our approach can be found
in [KHWY96]. In Section 3, we give an example of how our optimizer would work for a query of chemical
structure data. Section 4 summarizes the paper and includes a quick discussion of related work.

2 Optimization in a Middleware Architecture

The architecture of Figure 1 is common to many heterogeneous database systems, including TSIMMIS [PGMW95],
DISCO [TRV96], Pegasus [SAD+94], DIOM [LP95], HERMES [ACPS96] and Garlic [C+95]. Data sources
store data and provide functions to access and manipulate their data. These are pre-existing systems not to be
disturbed by the middleware. Awrapperprotects the data source from the middleware, and enables the middle-
ware to use its internal protocols to access the source. The wrapper describes the data and capabilities of a source
in a common data model. In Garlic, data is described using an object-oriented model based on the ODMG stan-
dard [Cat96, C+95]. Collections of objects are defined, and can serve as the targets of queries. Objects were
chosen for their ability to model the full range of nonstandard data encountered. Wrappers provide methods to
access the attributes of objects, and specialized search capabilities of the source are also encapsulated as methods.
In this paper, we are concerned with middleware systems that promote “thin” wrappers, that is, systems in which
the middleware does not mask the differences among sources, and instead, exploits the specialized capabilities
of those sources.

The query services component of these systems must handle nonstandard data and query capabilities in plan-
ning and executing queries. Query services typically consist of a query language processor and an execution
engine. The query processor obtains an execution plan for the query through some sequence of parsing, seman-
tic checking, query rewrite, and query optimization, drawing on a system catalog to learn where data is stored,
what wrapper it is associated with, its schema, any available statistics, and so on. The execution engine passes
the sub-queries identified in the plan to the wrappers and assembles the final query result. A key feature of Garlic
is that each wrapper provides a description of its source’s query capabilities. This description is used by Garlic’s
query optimizer to create a set of feasible plans and to select “the best” for execution.

Garlic follows a traditional, dynamic programming approach to optimization [SAC+79]. Plans are trees of
Plan Operators, orPOPs, characterized by a fixed set of planproperties. These properties includeCost, Ta-
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bles, Columns, andPredicates, where the latter three keep track of the collections and attributes accessed and
the predicates applied by the plan, respectively. The enumerator builds plans for the query bottom-up in three
phases, applying pruning to eliminate inefficient plans at every step. In the first phase, it creates plans to ac-
cess individual collections used in the query. In the second phase, it iteratively combines plans to create join
plans, considering allbushyjoin orders. Bushy plans are particularly efficient for distributed systems in many
situations. Finally, the enumerator adds any POPs necessary to get complete query plans. The winning plan is
chosen on the basis of a cost model that takes into account local processing costs, communication costs, and the
costs to initiate a sub-query to a data source. The cost model should include the costs of expensive methods and
predicates [HS93, CG96].

Garlic uses grammar-likeSTrategy Alternative Rules(STARs) as in [Loh88] as the input to enumeration. Each
wrapper defines its own set of POPs, to describe the query processing capabilities it exports. The fixed set of prop-
erties used to describe POPs allows Garlic to handle plans that are (in part) composed of POPs whose specifica-
tions are unknown to Garlic because they are defined by wrappers. Every wrapper also has a set of STARs, which
construct plans that can be handled by that wrapper, using the wrapper’s POPs. Likewise, Garlic has STARs
which construct plans using Garlic’s POPs. The Garlic STARs use wrapper plans as building blocks, combin-
ing them to generate full plans for the query. The Garlic STARs require certain properties of the wrapper plans
in order to combine them; if there are no plans with the necessary properties, other Garlic STARs are invoked
to add Garlic POPs to existing plans until the correct properties are achieved. When a STAR is applied during
enumeration, all properties of the resulting plans are computed.

We call the topmost non-terminal symbols of the grammarroots. While STARs and POPs are defined for ev-
ery wrapper individually, Garlic defines a fixed set of roots with fixed interfaces, corresponding to the various lan-
guage functions it supports. There are roots forselect, insert, delete, andupdate. For example, anAccessRoot
STAR models alternative ways to access a collection of objects from a data source. Wrappers may provide STARS
for some or all of the roots. A wrapper must export at least oneAccessRoot STAR if data in its data sources
are to be accessible in queries. Since no data are currently stored in Garlic itself, there are noAccessRoot
STARs defined for Garlic. Garlic, however, has severalJoinRoot STARs that model the alternative ways to
execute a join in Garlic’s query engine. In addition, Garlic defines aFinishRoot STAR to complete plans, by
adding POPs to enforce properties not yet taken care of by any wrapper or Garlic STARs. Further details of our
approach to optimization can be found in [KHWY96].

Once the optimizer chooses a winning plan for the query, the plan is translated into an executable form. Garlic
POPs are translated into operators that can be directly executed by the Garlic execution engine. Typically each
Garlic POP is translated into a single executable operator. By contrast, an entire subtree of wrapper POPs is
usually translated into a single query or API call to the wrapper’s underlying data source. Wrappers are, however,
free to translate POPs in whatever way is appropriate for their system.

3 Example: Optimization of Pharmaceutical Queries

In this section, we show how queries in Garlic are optimized, using as an example a pharmaceutical research
application. In collaboration with chemists at the Almaden Research Center and a large pharmaceutical company,
we are integrating a number of data sources including RDBMSs storing the results of biological assays, chemical
structure databases, and text search engines containing paper abstracts and patents. Although many queries in
this environment are quite complex and involve several data sources, we focus for brevity on queries to a single,
nonstandard data source, a chemical structure database. We present POPs and STARs for this data source, and, for
a sample query, show alternative plans that could be generated using those STARs in combination with Garlic’s
STARs. Many STARs, even for unusual data sources, have the same simple pattern, making them easy to write.
Furthermore, we show that the differences in cost of alternative plans can be large, even when all data is in a single
data source; hence it is important to have an optimizer that can enumerate all alternative plans. This is as true in
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an environment with a diversity of sources storing nonstandard data as in a standard relational environment.

3.1 STARs for a Chemical Structure Database

The chemical structure database maintains collections of molecules. This data source (and its wrapper) can handle
two kinds of queries:substructurequeries, which return the key (i.e., thel numberfield) of all molecules that
contain a certain substructure, say, “CC(C)C”1, andsimilarity queries. Given a sample molecule, similarity
queries compute a score in the range of [0,1] for every molecule, measuring how similar each is to the sample
molecule; the query returns all molecules of a collection ordered by this score. Thus, the first kind of query
corresponds to the application of a boolean predicate (i.e., filter) to a collection of molecules whereas the second
kind of query corresponds to ranking molecules of a collection in the same way as is done for web pages in a
WWW search engine or for images in an image processing system.

In addition to these two kinds of queries, the wrapper of the chemical structure database can handle method
calls. Method calls can be made to fetch the value of an attribute of a molecule, to determine whether a specific
molecule (specified by itsl number) contains a certain substructure, or to determine the similarity score of a
specific molecule as compared to a sample molecule.

To model the ability to execute substructure queries, our chemical wrapper defines the STAR shown in Fig-
ure 2. The STAR is anAccessRoot STAR used in the first phase of plan enumeration for a Garlicselectquery
(i.e., a read-only query). Like allAccessRoot STARs, it takes three parameters: (1)T , which specifies a col-
lection of molecules used in the query; (2)C, the set of all expressions used in the various clauses of the query;
and (3)P , the set of predicates found in thewhereclause of the query.

AccessRoot (T;C; P ) = 8p 2 P : M Select(T; p)

Conditions:p is asubstructurepredicate

Figure 2: substructureAccessRoot STAR

The STAR generates a list of alternative plans to retrieve the molecules of collectionT . Each plan consists
of a singleM SelectPOP which models filtering the collection by a substructure predicate. The semantics of
anM SelectPOP are not known to the Garlic optimizer, but the wrapper sets the plan properties to inform the
optimizer which parts of the query are handled by this plan. In this case, theColumnproperty would be set to
fl numberg specifying that only the key of the molecules is returned; thePredicateproperty would be set tofpg
specifying that the substructure predicatep has been applied, and of course, the wrapper’s cost model would be
consulted in order to compute the estimatedcostproperty of theM Selectplan; Garlic’s optimizer uses thecost
property in order to carry out pruning and to determine the winning plan. Ultimately, theM SelectPOP of the
winning plan would be translated by the wrapper at execution time into a sub-query to the chemical structure
database.

The M SelectPOP can only apply a single substructure predicate at a time. This is because the chemical
structure database can only apply a single predicate at a time (this is a good example of a data source with both
nonstandard data and query capabilities). For queries that have several substructure predicates, the STAR will
enumerate a separate, alternative access plan for every individual predicate. Depending on the selectivity of the
various predicates, and the expense of a method call to test substructure, these alternative access plans can have
quite different costs. For queries that have no substructure predicates, the STAR will fail and return no plan
(other STARs would be applicable for such queries). Furthermore, theM SelectPOP does not compute scores
for similarity search; this is because the chemical structure data source cannot handle substructure predicates

1All chemical formulas in this paper are presented inSMILESnotation, which is emerging as a standard description language for
chemical structures.
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and similarity search in a single query. Finally, the conditions on the STAR guarantee that the wrapper will only
be given substructure predicates; this is because this data source cannot evaluate predicates such asl number<
“M38”. These predicates would have to be evaluated by Garlic after retrieving the raw data from the source.

AccessRoot (T;C; P ) = 8e 2 C : M Rank(T; e)

Conditions:e is asimilarity expression

Figure 3: SimilarityAccessRoot STAR

The STAR of Figure 3 models that similarity searches can be carried out by the chemical structure database.
Again, the STAR is anAccessRoot STAR, and it takes the same three parameters as the substructureAccessRoot
STAR. Rather than generating alternative plans with anM SelectPOP, this STAR generates alternative plans with
anM RankPOP. To model the execution of a similarity search, the properties of theM RankPOP are set in the
following way. TheColumnproperty is set to containl numberande, the scoring expression on which the sim-
ilarity search is based. ThePredicateproperty is set to; as no predicates can be evaluated by the wrapper or
data source during a similarity search. Unlike substructure queries, similarity searches return results ordered by
score; accordingly theM RankPOP sets theOrderproperty toeDESC. Finally, of course, a special cost function
would be invoked to compute thecostproperty ofM Rankplans. As for substructure predicates above, only one
score expression can be evaluated as part of a similarity search at the data source.

Both STARs of the chemical wrapper are very simple; nevertheless, they are sufficient to construct good plans
for queries over molecules, as will be shown in the next subsection. In general, most wrapper STARs are simple
because wrapper STARs model “what” sub-queries can be handled by a wrapper and its data sources; wrapper
STARs need not model “how” these sub-queries are actually executed. For example, the STARs of Figures 2
and 3 do not enumerate alternative plans using different indexes since access path selection is carried out au-
tonomously by the chemical structure database system. Since Garlic STARs, like the rules for plan generation of
any standard dbms, must specify how Garlic executes its portion of a plan, they are generally significantly more
complex. However, Garlic’s optimizer is completely general; in other words, Garlic STARs are written once
(by the developers!), and no new Garlic STARs are needed to add a new data source, only the simpler wrapper
STARs.

3.2 Example Query and Plans

In the following, we will show how wrapper STARs work together with Garlic’s pre-defined STARs to generate
alternative plans for a query. As discussed in the previous section, the chemical wrapper and its data source can do
only one thing at a time: either apply a substructure predicate or run a similarity search. Garlic makes it possible
to ask queries that cannot be evaluated natively by the data source. For example, Garlic can answer queries with
both a substructure predicate and a similarity search, by issuing method calls or executing joins to combine partial
query results returned from the chemical wrapper. To illustrate this point, we use a query that asks for poisonous
molecules containing “c1ccccc1” (benzene), that are similar to a “CC(C)C” molecule (isobutane).

select m.lnumber, m.similarTo(“CC(C)C”) as relevance
from PoisonousMolecules m
where m.containsSubStructure(“c1ccccc1”)
order by relevance desc

Figure 4 shows three alternative plans for this query. In the first phase of enumeration, the Garlic optimizer
uses the STARs of the previous section to generateM SelectandM RankPOPs. In the second and third phases,
the Garlic STARs are fired to complete the plans. The POPs generated by the Garlic STARs are denoted by “G”
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in Figure 4 and are fairly self-explanatory. TheG PushdownPOP submits a sub-query to a wrapper and receives
results from the wrapper.G Fetchfetches so-far unretrieved or uncomputed columns (e.g., scoring expressions)
using method calls.G Filter filters out rows, applying methods as needed to do so.G Join is a logical join op-
erator that combines two input streams andG Sortorders the incoming stream of values.

G_Sort

G_Pushdown

M_Select

G_Fetch(similarTo)
G_Pushdown

M_Rank

G_Filter(containsSubStructure)

M_Rank M_Select

G_Join

G_PushdownG_Pushdown

(G_Sort)

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

Figure 4: Alternative Query Evaluation Plans

Plan 1 of Figure 4 would be executed as follows: run the substructure query in the chemical structure source,
then for each qualifying molecule call a method to compute its similarity score, and sort the resultinghmolecule,
scorei pairs by score. Plan 2 carries out the similarity search in the chemical structure source, and then filters
out molecules that contain a “c1ccccc1” structure, usingcontainsSubStructuremethod calls to compute the truth
value of the predicate. This second plan does not require a final sort in Garlic as the molecules are already in the
right order as a result of the similarity search. Plan 3 executes both a similarity search and a substructure query in
the molecule database and then does a self-join in Garlic to assemble the final query result; depending on the join
method used to implement the GJoin POP final sorting of the molecules might be necessary. Plan 3 is generated
by special Garlic self-join STARs that combine different access plans produced by wrapper STARs.

As each POP of each plan is added, its cost property would be computed. The cost model of the chemical
wrapper would be consulted to estimate the cost of theM SelectandM Ranksub-queries (i.e., to compute the
costproperty of these POPs), and Garlic’s cost model would be consulted to estimate the cost of joins and sorting
in Garlic, the overhead of method calls, and the communication costs. Clearly, the differences in cost between
the three plans can be large so that it is important to enumerate and cost out all three of them. If, say, 10,000 poi-
sonous molecules are stored in the chemical structure data source, Plan 2 would induce the overhead of 10,000
substructure method calls while executing theG Filter in order to find the qualifying molecules composed of ben-
zene. The overhead of method calls can be substantial in this environment because every method call requires
sending a request to the data source and possibly setting up internal structures in the data source to evaluate the
request. Depending on the number of benzene molecules (i.e., the selectivity of the substructure predicate) signif-
icantly fewer method calls are issued for Plan 1: if, say, 1,000 benzene molecules exist, then only 1,000similarTo
method calls are required as part of theG Fetchoperation of this plan. The reduction in the number of method
calls comes, however, at the cost of sorting the 1,000 resulting molecules in Garlic. The use of method calls is
completely avoided in Plan 3, but Plan 3 requires paying the price of an additional join in Garlic.

4 Conclusions

The optimizer described and illustrated in the previous sections has been implemented as part of the Garlic project.
Further details of its implementation can be found in [KHWY96]. This optimizer is based on traditional, well-
understood optimization technology, and can handle queries to data sources with standard and nonstandard data
and search capabilities. To accomplish this, our optimizer extends the traditional approach by allowing strategy
alternative rules and cost models to be defined separately for each wrapper. Because rules for wrappers are typi-
cally quite simple, and because rules for different wrappers are defined separately, the system is easily extensible,
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and can support a broad range of wrappers for data sources with diverse and specialized capabilities. Since the
optimizer is cost-based and enumerates the entire space of feasible plans, it finds good plans even in the presence
of nonstandard data, strange methods, and unusual query processing capabilities.

Only recently have other projects addressed the problem of optimization in this environment [FRV95, Qia96,
PGH96, TRV97]. Most take the approach of decomposing, or rewriting, the query into wrapper-specific pieces,
and heuristically pushing down maximal pieces to the wrapper, though of course the actual means of decom-
position varies. An exception is the optimizer of DISCO, which also does a cost-based optimization [TRV97].
However, DISCO enumerates plans as though all wrappers could handle any query, then uses wrapper grammars
to filter out impossible plans. The Garlic optimizer, by contrast, enumerates only valid plans.

We have chosen a Selinger-style, dynamic programming approach to optimization because of its proven effi-
ciency in finding good plans. We have followed Lohman’s STAR framework, because of the advantages it offers
in terms of extensibility. We believe that our work extends these benefits into the heterogeneous environment of
sources of nonstandard data in a simple and compelling way. New wrappers of nonstandard sources are typically
up and running in Garlic in a matter of days, and initial performance results reported in [KHWY96] indicate that
the dynamic programming approach to optimization will work as well for this environment as it has worked in
the past for standard relational data.
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Abstract

Multimedia repositories and applications that retrieve multimedia information are becoming increasingly
popular. In this paper, we study the problem of selecting objects from multimedia repositories, and show
how this problem relates to the processing and optimization of selection queries in other contexts, e.g.,
when some of the selection conditions are expensive user-defined predicates. We find that the problem has
unique characteristics that lead to interesting new research questions and results. This article presents
an overview of the results in [1]. An expanded version of that paper is in preparation [2].

1 Query Model

In this section we first describe the model that we use for querying multimedia repositories. Then, we briefly
review related models for querying text and image repositories.

1.1 Our Query Model

In our model, a multimedia repository consists of a set of multimedia objects, each with a distinct object iden-
tity. Each multimedia object has a set of attributes, like the date the multimedia object was authored, a free-text
description of the object, and the color histogram of an image contained in the object, for example. To query
such a repository, users specify a Boolean condition that all objects in the query result should satisfy (thefilter
condition), together with some expression that is used to rank these objects (theranking expression).

Thefilter conditionof a query consists of a set of Booleanatomic conditionsconnected together by ANDs and
ORs. An atomic condition compares an attribute value of a multimedia object (e.g., the color histogram associated
with an image in the object) with a given constant attribute value (e.g., a given color histogram). However, such
comparison differs from evaluation of a condition in a traditional selection expression in two ways. First, the
comparison is a type-specific method. Unlike in a relational system, where the comparison between two values
of the same built-in types is an inexpensive simple predicate, the comparison of two multimedia values can now be
expensive(e.g., when comparing two color histograms). Second, rarely does a user expect a multimedia object to
match a given attribute value exactly. Rather, users are interested in thegrade of matchwith which objects match
the given attribute values [3]. Thus, given an objecto, an attributeattr, and a constantvalue, the associated grade
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of matchGrade(attr, value)(o)is a real number between 0 and 1, and expresses how wello:attr matchesvalue.
Then, an atomic filter condition is not necessarily an exact equality condition between two values (e.g., between a
given color histogramh and the color histogramoid.color histof an object), but instead an inequality involving
the grade of match between the two values together with some target grade. For example,Grade(colorhist,
h)(oid)> 0:7 is an atomic filter condition that is satisfied by all objects whose color histogram matches the given
color histogramh with a grade of match higher than 0.7.

Traditional selection queries ask forall tuples that match the selection condition, perhaps ordered using the
values of a column, or a user-defined function [4]. However, the process of querying and browsing over a mul-
timedia repository is likely to be interactive, and users will tend to ask for only “a few best matches” according
to a ranking criterion. Therefore, a query in our model contains aranking expression[3, 5] in addition to the
filter condition that we described above. The ranking expression of a query assigns an order to each object in the
repository that satisfies the filter condition in the query. In particular, the ranking expression can be a compari-
son that assigns a grade to each object. These grades are used to sort the objects, so that users can ask for the top
10 objects in the repository by a rank, for example. Ranking expressions can be atomic (e.g.,Grade(colorhist,
h)(oid)), or complex. Complex ranking expressions are built from atomic ones by using theMin andMax com-
position functions.

Putting everything together, we use the following SQL-like syntax to describe the queries in our model:

SELECT oid
FROM Repository
WHERE Filter condition
ORDER [k] by Ranking expression

Such a query asks fork objects in the object repository with the highest grade for the ranking expression,
among those objects that satisfy the filter condition. The filter condition eliminates unacceptable matches, while
the ranking expression orders the acceptable objects.

Example 1: Consider a multimedia repository of information on criminals. A record on every person on file
consists of a textual descriptionp (for profile), a scanned fingerprintf , and a recording of a voice samplev . Given
a target fingerprintF and voice sampleV, the following example asks for records (1) whose fingerprint matches
F with grade 0.9 or higher, or (2) whose profile matches the string‘on parole’ with grade 0.9 or higher and
whose voice sample matchesV with grade 0.5 or higher. The ranking expression ranks the acceptable records by
the maximum of their grade of match for the voice sampleV and for the fingerprintF. The answer contains the
top 10 such acceptable records. (For simplicity, we omitted the parameteroid in the atomic conditions below.)

SELECT oid
FROM Repository
WHERE (Grade(v, V) >= .5 AND Grade(p, ‘on parole’) >= .9)

OR Grade(f, F) >= .9
ORDER [10] BY Max(Grade(f, F), Grade(v, V))

An interesting expressivity question is whether we actually need both the filter conditionF and the ranking
conditionR. In other words, we would like to know whether we can “embed” the filter conditionF in a new
ranking expressionRF such that the top objects according toRF are the top objects forR that satisfyF . In [1],
we show that the above is not possible. In other words, our query model would be less expressive without filter
conditions.
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1.2 Related Query Models

Relational query models do not support ranking and grades of match in the sense of Section 1.1. On the other
hand, extensible architectures of theuniversal serverscan be exploited to support our proposed query model
to some extent. An example of how to exploit an extensible architecture is Chabot [6], an image server based
on Postgres. Chabot indirectly manages non-exact matches of, say, color histograms through a user-defined
predicateMeetsCriteria. Given a color histogramh and some “criterion”Mostly Red, the predicateMeetsCri-
teria(“Mostly Red”, h) holds if histogramh is “sufficiently red,” according to some hard-coded specification.
Unfortunately, the Chabot approach is inflexible in that an explicit user-defined predicate would have to be cre-
ated to handle ranking expressions that involve several attributes (e.g., to combine grades of match involving the
image color histogram and the text caption of a multimedia object). However, an interesting open question is to
study how and to what extent we can exploit the capabilities of an extensible architecture like that of Postgres to
implement our proposed query model.

The models developed by the information retrieval community to query text repositories support ranking ex-
tensively [7]. In particular, thevector-spaceretrieval model typically uses lists of words as queries. Given a list
of words, each document is assigned a grade of match for the query, which expresses howsimilar the document
and the query are. Then, the documents are sorted based on this grade of match. In this model, both documents
and queries are viewed as weight vectors, with one weight per word in the vocabulary. The weight associated
with a word and a document (or query) is generally determined by the number of times that the word appears in
the document and in the repository where the document occurs. The most common way to compute the grade of
match of a document and a query is by taking the inner product of their corresponding weight vectors.

2 Storage Level Interface

So far we have defined our query model without describing the behavior and interface of the multimedia repos-
itories. A repository has a set of multimedia objects. We assume that each object has an id and a set of attribute
values, which we can only access through indexes. Given a value for an attribute, an index supports access to the
ids of the objects that match that value with a certain grade, as we discuss below. Indexes also support access to
the attribute values of an object given its oid.

Atomic filter conditions evaluate to either true or false, as discussed in the previous section. We assume that
repositories support asearchinterface, denoted byGradeSearch(attribute, value, mingrade). This call returns
the ids of the objects that match the given value for the specified attribute with grade at leastmin grade, together
with the grades for the objects.

Also, repositories support aprobeinterface, denoted byProbe(attribute, value,foidg). Given a set of object
ids and a value for an attribute, this call returns the grade of each of the specified objects for the attribute value.

3 Query Processing

In this section we discuss how to process queries in the model defined above. In Section 3.1 we describe the
processing of queries consisting of just a filter condition, which has close ties with traditional query processing.
Later, we consider queries with both a filter condition and a ranking expression. How do we process such a query,
given that we require only the topk matches? Can we usek to form a “pseudo-selection” condition that can be
exploited for processing the entire query? This indeed is the case and we describe this novel approach to query
processing in Section 3.2.
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3.1 Processing Filter Expressions

The problem of optimizing queries that consist of just a filter condition (i.e., with no ranking expression) is indeed
a “traditional” problem. Past work has addressed this problem only for some important special cases. However,
a more general solution is needed in the context of multimedia selection queries.

For simplicity, we begin by considering the execution space and optimization of aconjunctivefilter condition,
i.e., a filter condition that is the conjunction of a set of atomic conditions. One way to determine the objects that
satisfy such a filter condition is to scan the list of all object ids and evaluate each atomic condition for each object
using theprobeinterface. The best such plan can be determined by viewing the problem as that of ordering a set
of expensive selection conditions. The optimal order is the same as the ascending order of therank c

1�s
of each

condition, wherec is the cost of evaluating the atomic condition for one object, ands is the selectivity of the
condition [8]. These plans require executing aProbefor each condition and for each object that has a chance to
be in the final result. Therefore, for a large repository, this step can be prohibitively expensive.

If one or more of the conditions support asearchinterface, we can do an “indexed” search. For example, we
can use one condition forGradeSearch, and evaluate the rest of the conditions for the objects selected by using
Probe. The optimization algorithm consists of estimating, for each choice of condition to use forGradeSearch,
the cost ofGradeSearchand the subsequent probing costs. The algorithm picks the condition that provides the
least overall cost as the condition to be used forGradeSearch.

What happens when the filter condition is not a conjunction of atomic conditions, but instead a condition
with atomic conditions connected via ORs as well as ANDs? We can view such a filter condition as anAND-
OR treewhere the tree structure reflects the nesting of propositional operators. As in the case of conjunctive
queries, we can scan the list of object ids and then evaluate the atomic conditions to determine the answer to the
query. Unfortunately, unlike the case of conjunctive queries, the problem of ordering the evaluation of atomic
conditions for an arbitrary propositional condition is intractable [9], hence the need to rely on one of the well
known heuristics [10] (cf. [11]).

How can we exploit thesearchinterface of repositories for processing arbitrary filter conditions? Unlike
the case of conjunctive queries, it is not sufficient to useGradeSearchon only one atomic condition to avoid
“scanning” all the objects. Thus, the problem of identifying thesearch-minimalcondition sets arises. We define
a set of conditionsS in a query to be search minimal if every object that qualifies to be in the answer set must
belong to the result of searching on one of the conditions inS. In other words, searching on all conditions of
S guarantees that we do not need to do a “scan” of all the objects. Furthermore, if any of the conditions inS is
removed, then searching on the reduced set is no longer sufficient to guarantee the completeness of the answer.
Thus, asearch-minimal executionof a filter conditionf searches the repository using a search-minimal condition
setm for f , and executes the following steps. (In the following, we assume independence of the atomic conditions
in the filter condition.)

� Determine an optimal search-minimal condition setm.

� For each conditiona 2 m:

– Search ona to obtain a set of objectsSa.

– Probe every object inSa with the residual conditionR(a; f) to obtain a filtered setS0
a of objects that

satisfyf .

� Return the union
S
a2m S0

a.

Thus, we have two new challenges here, even in the limited context of the search-minimal execution space:
(a) Given a filter conditionf and a search conditiona, what is the residual predicateR(a; f) that an object re-
trieved via search onamust satisfy to be in the answer set? (b) How do we determine the optimal search-minimal
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condition set? Our paper [1, 2] provides polynomial time algorithms to answer both questions under broad as-
sumptions of cost models. We illustrate the step of determining residual predicates in the example below. The
algorithm to determine an optimal search-minimal condition set for an independent filter condition is in [1]. Intu-
itively, the algorithm traverses the AND-OR condition tree in a bottom-up fashion. For each AND node, it takes
the optimal search-minimal condition set of one of the subtrees (the one with minimal cost), and for each OR
node, it takes the union of the search-minimal condition sets of all its subtrees.

Example 2: Consider the filter conditionf = a4 ^ ((a1 ^ a2) _ a3). The residue of the atomic conditiona2
is R(a2; f) = a1 ^ a4. As another example,R(a4; f) = (a1 ^ a2) _ a3. Then, any object that satisfiesa4
and also satisfiesR(a4; f) satisfies the entire conditionf . Observe that each offa4g, fa2; a3g, andfa1; a3g is
a search-minimal condition set. If we decide to search onfa2; a3g, the following three steps yield exactly all of
the objects that satisfyf :

1. Search ona2 and probe the retrieved objects with residueR(a2; f) = a1^a4. Keep the objects that satisfy
R(a2; F ).

2. Search ona3 and probe the retrieved objects with residueR(a3; f) = a4. Keep the objects that satisfy
R(a3; F ).

3. Return the objects kept.

The discussion above can be cast in a more traditional framework. We investigated the problem of finding an
optimal execution for a selection in the presence of indexes as well as user-defined methods for arbitrary propo-
sitional clauses. We focussed on search-minimal executions, which correspond to using a minimal number of
indexes to avoid sequential scans of the data. Thus, when filter conditions are a conjunction of literals, a search-
minimal execution corresponds to using a single index. We showed that we needed new algorithms to handle
arbitrary filter conditions even in the context of search-minimal executions. Further complexity arises if we step
beyond the search-minimal execution space. This corresponds to doing index intersections to evaluate a query
(e.g., for processing a conjunctive filter condition). In this case, our problem would become closely related to that
of query processing with index AND-ing and OR-ing [12]. However, our model would require that we extend
the existing results, sinceProbecosts are not zero anylonger. Furthermore, not only would we need to choose the
superset of a search-minimal set to search, but we should also address the more complex ordering of search-result
merges and probes [2].

3.2 Processing Ranking Expressions

We now look at queries consisting only of ranking expressions. Such queries have the following form:

SELECT oid
FROM Repository
ORDER [k] by Ranking expression

The result of this query is a list ofk objects in the repository with the highest grade for the given ranking
expression. The ranking expressions are built from atomic expressions that are combined using theMin andMax
operators (Section 1.1).

At first glance, processing such queries appears to be troublesome. Although we need no more thank best
objects, we must retrieve each object, evaluate the ranking expression over each object, and then sort the objects
accordingly. In other words, although we are interested in only the topk objects, we are unable to take advantage
of k for query processing. We show that we can map a given ranking expression into a filter condition, and process
the ranking expression “almost” as if it were a filter condition. This result makes it possible to take advantage
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of the parameterk for query processing and is central to processing queries with ranking expressions using the
techniques of Section 3.1 for filter conditions.

Fagin presented a novel approach to take advantage ofk in processing a query consisting of a ranking ex-
pression such asR = Min(a1; : : : ; an), where theai’s are independent atomic expressions [3]. Fagin has proved
the important result that his algorithm to retrievek top objects for an expressionR that is aMin of independent
atomic expressions is asymptotically optimal with arbitrarily high probability in terms of the number of objects
retrieved.

Although Fagin’s strategy helps reduce the number of objects that need to be retrieved to process a ranking
expression, it cannot treat a ranking expression as a selection condition from the point of view of query processing
(e.g., to determine the search-minimal condition set). Our key contribution is not only to take advantage ofk

(which Fagin did) but also to view a ranking expression as a filter expression so as to make query processing and
cost-based optimization of queries uniform irrespective of the presence of ranking expressions.

When the query contains both a filter conditionF and a ranking expressionR, it asks fork top objects by the
ranking expressionR that satisfyF . Using the results in this section, we can translate this query into the problem
of optimizing the filter conditionF ^F 0, whereF 0 is the filter condition “associated” withR. We now describe
how such anF 0 is determined.

Given a ranking expressionR and the numberk of objects desired, we show that:

1. There is an algorithm to assign a grade to each atomic expression inR, and a filter conditionF with the
same “structure” asR, such thatF is expected to retrieve at least the topk objects according toR.

2. There is a search-minimal execution forF that retrieves an expected number of objects that is no larger
than the expected number of objects that Fagin’s algorithm would retrieve forR andk.

Example 3: Consider a ranking expressione = Min(Grade(a1; v1);Grade(a2; v2)), whereai is an attribute,
andvi a constant value. We want two objects with the top grades fore. Now, suppose that we can somehow find
a gradeG (the higher the better) such that there are at least two objects with gradeG or higher for expressione.
Therefore, if we retrieve all of the objects with gradeG or higher fore, we can simply order them according to
their grades, and return the top two as the result to the query.

In other words, we can processe by processing the following associatedfilter conditionf , followed by a
sorting step of the answer set forf :

f = (Grade(a1; v1)(o) � G) ^ (Grade(a2; v2)(o) � G)

By processingf using the strategies in Section 3.1, we obtain all of the objects with gradeG or higher for
a1 andv1, and fora2 andv2. Therefore, we obtain all of the objects with gradeG or higher for the ranking
expressione. If there are enough objects in this set (i.e., if there are at least two objects), then we know we have
retrieved the top objects that we need to answer the query with ranking expressione. Similarly, we can process
a ranking expressione0 = Max(Grade(a1; v1);Grade(a2; v2)) as filter conditionf 0 = (Grade(a1; v1)(o) �
G0) _ (Grade(a2; v2)(o) � G0), for some gradeG0.

The example above shows how we can process a ranking expressione as a filter conditionf followed by a
sorting step. But the key point in mapping the ranking problem to a (modified) filtering problem is finding the
gradeG to use inf . In [1], we present the algorithmGrade Rank, which given the number of objects desired
k, a ranking expressione, and selectivity statistics, produces the gradeG for the filter conditionf .

Our approach allows us to translate the ranking expressions into filter conditions, and to use the processing
strategy of Section 3.1. At leastk objects are expected to satisfyF . However, if at run time we find that fewer
thank objects satisfyF , we should lower the gradeG used inF . We will investigate strategies to lowerG as
part of our future work.
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It is natural to ask how our algorithm compares with Fagin’s in terms of retrieval efficiency. In [1], we show
that if we process a ranking expression (and its associated numberk of objects requested) by using a filter condi-
tion F with gradeG as determined by algorithmGrade Rank, we can expect to retrieve no more objects than
Fagin’s algorithm, under some assumptions on the repositories. Furthermore, our experiments show that the ap-
proach that we outlined in this section still is a desirable one when the assumptions on the repository do not hold
strictly.

Although in this section we showed how to process a ranking expression like a filter condition, the semantics
of both the filter condition and the ranking expression remain distinct. (See Section 1.1.) After processing a
ranking expression as a filter condition, we have to compute the grade of the retrieved objects for the ranking
expression, and sort them before returning them as the answer to the query.

3.3 Putting our Results in Perspective

Consider queries that do not have a ranking expression. Such queries consist of a filter condition with AND
and OR Boolean connectives where some of the atomic conditions can be expensive. Our results on processing
such queries generalize past work on processing conditions with expensive predicates. In effect, our algorithms
consider the case where both of the following conditions are true: (a) the filter condition is more general than a
conjunction of literals, and (b) an expensive predicate can be evaluated by usingGradeSearch(indexed access)
as well as by usingProbe(both the arguments of the predicate are bound). Although past work on expensive
predicates addresses the case where only condition (b) holds [13, 14], it does not address the case where condition
(a) holds as well. Finally, note that the algorithms and results of the previous section are completelyindependent
of the nature of the atomic predicates as long as a selectivity and a cost measure are available.

Several interesting query processing questions remain open. The search-minimal execution space is restric-
tive in a way analogous to using only one index for processing a traditional selection condition. Eliminating the
restriction that executions be search minimal opens interesting directions to explore.

Our ranking expressions are built using theMin andMaxoperators. Another interesting question to explore
is how to process ranking expressions that use operators like a weighted sum, for example, and deciding what
other operators would be useful to allow in ranking expressions.
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gies, Eire. Monday morning, April 7.

ÒWork ow Management Systems: Pro-
gramming, Architecture, Commercial
Products,Ó Berthold Reinwald, IBM
Almaden. Monday afternoon, April 7.

ÒIntelligent Agents,Ó Michael Woold-
ridge, Mitsubishi, UK and Nicholas Jen-
nings, Queen Mary & WestÞeld College,
London UK. Monday afternoon, April 7.

ÒDatabases and the World Wide Web,Ó
Marianne Winslett, University of Illi-
nois, USA. Tuesday morning, April 8.

ÒGeographical Information Systems,Ó
Hanan Samet, University of Maryland,
USA. Tuesday afternoon, April 8.

ÒIntegration of Data Mining and Data
Warehousing Technologies,Ó Jiawei Han,
University of British Columbia, Canada.
Tuesday afternoon, April 8.

Sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION ICDE 13

Conference WWW Pages -USA Site: http://www.cse.ogi.edu/icde97/  European Site: http://www.scit.wlv.ac.uk/icde97/

PanelsInvited Speakers

Research Program Sessions

Tutorials
Organizing Committee

General Co-Chairs:
  Mike Jackson
  University of Wolverhampton, UK

  Calton Pu
  Oregon Graduate Institute, USA

Program Co-Chairs:
  Alex Gray
  University of Wales, Cardiff, UK

  Paul Larson
  Microsoft Corporation, USA

Industrial Program Chair:
  Jose Blakely
  Microsoft Corporation, USA

Panel Program Chair:
  Wolfgang Klas
  University of Ulm, Germany

Tutorial Program Co-Chairs:
  Ming-Syan Chen,  National
  Taiwan University, Taiwan, ROC

  Carole Goble
  University of Manchester, UK

Up-to-date information on the 13th
International Conference on Data
Engineering, including advance
program, conference registration,
and hotel information and reserva-
tions can be found at the ICDE-97
conference WWW sites:

  USA WWW Site:
http://www.cse.ogi.edu/icde97/

European WWW Site:
  http://www.scit.wlv.ac.uk/icde97/

Current Information Panels

Multimedia Application Requirements

Data Warehousing, client side

Data Warehousing, server side

New Hardware Platforms (clusters)

Object Schemas and Versions

Mobile Computing

Managing Video Data

OLAP and Data Mining

Data Warehousing and Data Mining

Indexing and Prefetching in OOBDMS

Transaction Management

Database Interoperability

Query Processing

Performance Issues

Spatial Databases and GIS

Scalability in Distributed Systems

Real-time Databases and Concurrency

Data Modeling

Dynamic Roles and Moving Objects

Industrial Program Sessions
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